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'WORDSWORTH t S TEEORY OF DI CTI ON. 

Part I. 

l{any of the authors, indeed most of the authors of boOks 

or articles concerning Wordsworth, seem to be afraid to look 

his theory of poetic diction in the face. The life of the 

poet, his relation to his age, his politics, his philosophy, 

his ,ethics, hi s religion, his inte rpretati on of nature--all 

of these ' have been treated at great length. In most of 

these artj.cles, it is true, the Theory~f Diction lU:l.s been 

hinted at, or actually written on in a paragraph 'or two--some

times a chapter or two, but usually in a half.-heartedt- ~polo

getic, or around-the-bush fashion. Those crit'ics who,< like 

Jeff~ ; of the Edinborough Review, are lacking utterly in any 

sensitive appreciati.on of a poet's "first great gift" the vital 

soul", --1 and to whom Wordsworth, therefore, c-aIl make no appeal, 

simply say, "bad poet, bad theory,'" and dismiss poet_ poetry, 

and theory wi th the words "This wi 11 never ciol"--2. Such 

c~1~ ~cs, we think, may be di smissed in the uncere:moniou8 

~ 't 'aahion they themselve 5 have set. 

In direct ·opposition to this class of critics, we have the 

almost b~tlnd wor ippers ' 'of Wordsworth. Recognizing the 

1. ~re~~~~, Book I, 149. 

2. Edinborough Review, November 1814. The Excursion. 
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greatness of his _poetry, they argue that the theory on which 

it is written is also great. When forced to admit that the 

poetry and the theory do not agree, they sB¥ that the theory 

is right, but awkwardly expressed. Th is is ·the stand taken 

in greater . part by Caine --1, nowden--2, Whipple--3, Matthew 
, . 

Arnold--4, and, thougbt he . is not particularly consistent, by 

Coleridge himself. --5. Wordsworth , they say, did not mean 

what he said. He was a poet, and the implication is that a 
.' 

po et cannot, or J at Ie as t, is not 'expe cted to wri te straieh:t~ ' 

forward or forcible prose. That poets c a.n 'YTi te prose, .. and 

prose about whose meaning there is no doubt, we have ample 

proof. Shakespeare's dramas contain unrivalled prose passages. 

Collins says, "The truth is that Shakespeare's prose is a phen-

omenon as remarkable as his verse".--6. 

Ireland,. Milton's 'Areopagitica, are not lacking in clearness; 

Scott . is as well known as the author of Ihe Waverly Nove~~ __ 

as he. i8 as the author of fhe L~'ay of the Lake. Can we read 

T~e,- . ~~~~~_~. to a Friend of :Surnp and be in doubt of Wordsworth's 

•• tlmate of t·he author of Tam O'Shanter? Is there any uncer-

tainty of Wordeworth-s appreciation or the statement of -his 
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appreciation, of the _poem itself, when he s~s, "Who, but some 

impenetrable dunce or narrow-minded puritan in works of art, 

ever read without delight the picture which he has drawn of 

the convivial exaltation of the rustic adventurer, TBA!!.-. 

O'Shanter? The poet fears not to tell the reader in the out-_--- .M----

set that his hero was a desperate and sottish drunkard, wl1.ose 

exce sse s were frequent as hi s opportuni tie s. This reprobate 

sits down to his cups, while the storm is roaring, and heaven 

and earth are in confusion;--the night is driven on by song and 

tumultuous noise--laughter and jest thicken as the beverage tm

proves upon the palate--conjugal fidelity archly bends to the 

service of general benevolence--selfishness 1s not absent, 

but wearing the mask of social cordiality--and, while the 

various elements of humanity are blended into one proud and 

happy compositi'on of' elated spirits, the anger of the tempe at· 

'without doors .only heightens and sets off the enjoyment within. 

I . pity him who cannot perceive that, in all this, though there 

was no moral Ptlrpolle, there is a moral e:ffect." --1. Do we 

nEted a commentary to understand Wordsworth's feelings when he 

wrote a protest against t .he introduction of railw~s into his 

beloved Gtasmere vale? If our poet is quite clear in these 

essays, what right have we to s~--and positively--that in 

The Preface.,! where hi s theox:-:y of po.etry is set forth in (letail, 

he was so unfortunate in choosing the words to express his 

th'ought that we must help him in hi s task? The critics. of 

the second class have attempted to inte'l!pret Wordsworth's worda / 
I 

I.' ' Wo' .... ·;..· ...... · .. th 1 · ·" >Ir, ':t't·· w-: ... '-4:',.....' ,.~·1~t·.t'· · 1" '~" i " 213 '- _ ~ ~l!'!!,;! ~ __ :.;; ~ :.. ~ ± _ ~ ~ 2"_~ :. ~ ~ __ ~ ~ _ ~J]. ~ . ' ' . . 





4. 

in the Prefaces, and since there are almost as many interpre

.tations of Wordsworth's theory as there are 'critics, much has 
". 
been added to the general ·conclusion. 

A third class of Wordsworthian critics gives the theory 

of diction only passing notice, or, more often ignores it en-
, 

tirelY. ' This is theat'titude of the popular magazine contri-

butor. He seems afraid that the theory of poetry might deprive · 

us of some of ·the poetry itself. Such, of course, would not 

be the case; if any theory of poetry excluded The Green Linnet, 

we' would change or reject the theory, but we wou~d keep the 

poem. 

There is still a fourth class of critics, The se men,' 

and Mr. Raleigh is typical of this class, are not of the sort 

who wiltfully shut their eyes to either the excellencies or 

defects of Wordsworth. They see both. Moreover, these 

critics indicate that much of the discussion of WOrdsworth's 
a . 

theory has arisen 'from confuai on of que st ions. One ·, critic 

~ks, "I.s Wordsworth t s theory a correct one?", and another 

critic replies by answering the quest~on, "Did Wordsworth 

practice what he preached?" or, "Is Wordsworth a truly great 

poet?"--while still andth.er critic attempts to l\Ilswer any · one 

of these questions by writing an exposition of the theory it-

self. 

With the que stions, "What is Wordsworth t s theory of dic

tion?", "Did Wordsworth put his theory into practice?", and, 

' indirectly, though neoe 'ssarily, ' "Is Word~worth's theory a 





correct one C)", this paper purposes t o deal. In our study 

of these questions, we sh~ll try to be just to Wordswor th, and 

true ·to the spirit of our own age, by oons i dering br i efly · 

(1) the general charact er of the e ighteenth century poetry 

against which Wordsworth protested, · (2) the formal statement 

' of this protest as it appears in the A~Y~rt1§@ment_Qt_tb~ 

la:i[1.2§.1_H~ll§:g§.· , and in the poems of that co llection, . and 

(3) the subs equent prefaces, particularly that of . IEOO, whioh 

grew out . of the (798 Advertisement, and all of Word sworth's 

poems to which we think it at all likely his theory of diction 

was meant to aonly. To these sources we shall trust for the 

"open s9same~' that shall unlock the mystery:- \ 

5 





Part II. 

Paradoxical as the statement may seem, Wordsworth's 

theories and poetry are closely related to the theories, ex

pre ssed or unde rstood, and the poe·try of the age just preced-

6. 

ing him. We he ar so much of Wordsworth I s revolt, that we are 

apt to think of 'him as an anomoly, and to forget that every 

action tends to beget a reaction, that an artificial school 

will be . followed 'by a natural one, that a Wordsworth will follow 

a Pope. No one has written of the literature of the last 

half of the eighteenth century who does not stress the regUlarity, 

the finished completeness of poetical composition of that 

age. So zealous for this formal perfection, became the writers 

of that period, that from being a means to an end, form be-

came the end it self. The age has we 11 de served the ep i the t , 

unnatural or artificial. Wordsworth was not the only one 

who protested against this artificiality, this writing of mere 

"words, words, wQrds". ti A Return to Nature"was the watchword 

of the whole Romantic movement, of which our poet ~as "the 

most original and commanding figure" --1. I n hi s Pre f ac e s J 

and particularly in the appendix to the Lyrical Ballads of 

1802, Wordsworth has traced what we may call the rise and fall 

of poetic d 'iction, and given us his reasons for his own posi-

tion in this matter. This has ·been well summarized by Coler-

ridge when he says __ " As far, then, as Vlordsworth, in his Pre-

faces contended, and most ably contended, for reformation in 

1 • . Herfor.d..;~Age 'of 'Wordsworth 1. -- --- ___________________ _ _ J 

[ 
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our poetic dictionj as far as he has eTinced the truth of ' 

passion, and the dramatic propriety of those figures and meta

phors in the original poets, which, 8tripped~' of" their justify-

ing reasons and converted into mere artifices of connection or 

ornament, cansti tut e the characteristi c falsi ty in the poetic 
1 

style of the moderns; and as far as he has, with equal acute

ness and clearness, pointed out the process by which this 

change was effected, and the resemblances between that state 

into which the reader':s mind, is thrown by the pleasurable con-
, -

fusion of thought 'fr¢jIn an unaccustomed train of words and 

images, and that state which is induced by the' natural language 

of impassioned feeling; he undertook a useful task, and de-

\/ 
/ 

; 

se "as all prai se, both for the attempt and for the executi on--l. 

Before examinj.ng Wordsworth' a ' att.Juilpt, let uscoJ.?slder., 

briefly the que stian, "What is poetic diction?'", for Qnly in 

the light of some definite answer to that question shall we be 

able to determine when Wordsworth , is or is not poetica.l.. 

Poetic diction is not a thing--it is a term~ that, unfortunate-

lY~has been used to include many meanings. Unlike the high-

ly inflected languages, Greek and Latin, where certain forms 

could be used in metrical composition, but never in prose, the 

English ltnguage has but few words which j.so1ateq. .. and in 
, \; , ~ 

, -- m,a,. 
them8e~ves. be called poetical. These words, moreover, are 

good Old English words, now obsolete in ordina'ry prose- as welkin, 
, ~ 

blow- fror bloom), cull, even-tide, ere (for before), diminuti'Ve. 

in - let as streamlet, and the forms of the pronoun thou instead 

I. /( 
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of the more usual you. These instances are too rare for 

consideration, for they make up a very minute portion of 

poetical language • . 

much / 

Poetic diction, then, does not exist in the word its,elf. ' \ 

Is it in the word 0 rde r? For the sake of rhyme and meter, 

we know that words are often changed from their normal posi

t i'ons in a sentence. Do these unusual positions make a lin~ I' 
If such were true, we should have to c all the poetic aJ.? 

following lines (The Idiot Eoy, 318-321) poetical. 

"He with his Pony now doth roam 

The clifts and peaks so high that are, 

To lay his hand upon a star, 

And in his pocket bring it home." 

As one of his touchstones of poetry, Matthew Arnold gives , 

"And never Lifted up a single stone." --1 

Whether or not, we cansider the line a touchstone, we do con-

sider it of poetical value--and the word order is ce rtainly 

nonnal. So with lines 384-391 of the same poem: 

"It was a work for us; and now, my son 

It is a work for me. But, lay one stone--

Here, lay it for me, Luke, with thine own hands. 

,~, Boy, be of good hope;--we both may live 

To see a better d~. At eighty-four 

I still am strong and halej--Do thou thy partj 

I will do mine--" 

In spite of numerous example s of thi s kind, no one would be 

fooli sh enough to say that only words in nonnal order c an be 

1. ~~ g~!l!~ . , 466. 
'\'" ...... " 

I, 
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unt1eetlcal 
poetical, for thousands of lines, none" t 'o everyone of us, 

would contradict such assertions. Note, as a single instance, 

the first sta~a of The Green Linne~: 

"Beneath these frui t ... tree boughs that shed 

Their snow-w:b..i te blossoms on my head, 

With brightest sunshine round me spread 

Of spring's unclouded weather, 

In this sequestered nooJG how swe-et 

To sit upon my orchard seat! 

And birds and flowers once more to greet, 

My last year's friends together." 

In a very significant little footnote --1, Coleridge has 

.settled this question of word order, when he tells us of the 

gentleman, who, "under the influence of the Tragic/ Muse con

trived to dislocate, 'I wish you a good morning, Sir! Thank 

you, Sir, and I wish you the same' into two blank-verse heroics 

1 ''10 you a morning good, go od Sir! I wi she 

You, Sir 1. I thank; to you the s arne wi,sn I.· 

If :ioetic diction does not exist in the word itself or \ ,., . ,'. 

in the order of words (excepting, of course, the requirements 

of meter) it must be in the relation one word bears to another. 

Poetic diction lies in the significant combination of words, 
. " .~ 

the bringing of words together in such a way that the mental 

images of which the words are but labels shall have value for 

the reader because they"reveal either desirable but unattained 

or perhaps hitherto unknown forms of experience." --2 

1 .. ';! ~e~!r!~~ :a~~Sr!-p!?-i!-.J 186 
2. Dr. Art'hur li. li •. lairchild, Lectures in Literary Oriticism. 
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LPnS, and ' blue, and night, represent forms of experience 

familiar to us all, but which one of us has ever ~oken of a 

long blue night (The Idiot Boy, 28?). We a l l know the words 

breast, fluttering, hope, new-fledged, but it took a poet, it 

took a Woz:odsworth. to give us the combination: 

"With new fledged hope still fluttering in his breast". 
,~) --l 

And so we might multiply exrunples of significant combinations 

that are poeti c ~ In other words, diction that is poetical is 

imaginative, for the distinctive mark of imagination is combi-

nati on. Hence it is that in all discus~ions of poet and 

poetry, Imagination pl83"s the most important part. As Coleridge 

puts it, "Imagination is the soul of poetry. "--2. 

Having then a more or less definite idea of what is meant 

by poetic diction, and knowing the general character of the 

poetic diction of the eighteenth century against which Words

worth protested, we are in a position to examine the first 

formal protest, the Advertisement to the Lyrical Ballads of 

1198. In studying this preface, and also the preface to the 

1800 edi t ion, and the subsequent cri ti cal essays and letters, 

we sha11 consider not only the theory of poetic diction as 

such, but as nece ssary to a more c amplete unde rst anding of this 

theory, Wordsworth's theory of a poet, and of poetry, especially 

its universality of appeal, its subject matter, and the end it 

has toattain--phases closely related to each other and to the 

theory of diction. ---3 

1. t~~ _Q~~ -~~_~~~~~~~~~~, 142. 
2. L~~~~~~~_~!~g~~~~~~, 151 
3. ! have chosen to consider the A4vertis~ment of 1798 and 
the 1aoo Preface (wi th the following ess83's \ separately. Thi s 
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The Advertisement to the Lyrical Ballads of 1798 covers 

but Ii ttle more than two small page s in the edi tion of Words

worth's Literary Criticism as edited by :Mr. Smith. It contains 

but four main points--(l) a very general and perhaps misleading 
j 

statement concerning the subject matter of poetry; (2) a 

definite explanation of the diction to be found in ~ of the 

poems; (3) an expectation of the disapproval with .hich the 

volume would be met, with a warning against unthinking ·critics; 

(4) and a few note s concerning some of the poems. ., 

Since Wordsworth said in the first sentence of this 
.1 

Adverti sement, "It · is the honorable characteristic of ~oetry 

that its mater"i als are to · be found in every subj ect whi eh can 

interest the human mind,--1, though I think he often con ~sed 
.. 

"can intere st" wi th "ought to . interest" and "a hum~ mind" 

wi th "the human mind" he may justify the subj e ct matter of -- , 
all the poems from The Idiot Boy to Tintern Abbey. The 

second paragraph begins·, ,"The majority of the following poems 

are to be considered as experiments. They were written chief-

1y with a view to ascertain how far the language of conversa

tion in the middle and lower classes of society is adapted to 

I have done principally for purposes of historical study. The 
first edition of The Lyrical Ballads should be studie4 and 
fttttcized according to its own preface, not according to the 
later theories, when the author had grown in his appreciation 
of poetry, and was not only conscious of hj. s own shortcomings 
in things poetical, but admitted his faults. Studied separate
ly too, we are better able to determine which parts of his first 
theory Wordsworth considered vital, and so retained in the later 
prefaces; which parts he rejected or modified, and what addi
tional. point s he gave us. 

1. Wordsworth's Literary Criticism, 1. 
-------------------------- ~- ---
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the purposes of poetic pleasure" .--1. That st ateflent is so 

pe rfectly cle ar that we wonder that it should have been so per-

sistently misunderstood. Wordsworth did not say that all 

poetry was to be writ ten in the language of the lowe r and mid

Zlle :. clas 'ses. What he did sasr, was that he was trying to dis-

cover what use poetry mi ght ma.ke of such language, and that 

the poems of this collection that were written in the lan~lage 

of the lower cmd middle classes were to be considered as ex-

periments. As ~ '!r. Smith, in his introduction to Wordsworth's 

Literary Criticiam has pointed out, Wordsworth was not pro

fessing to put forth a system of poetics, but his critical 

writings have a direct reference to aspects of his own poetry. 

We also agree with Mr. Smith that in this Advertisenent to the 

Lyrical :Ballads, ·. W'ordsworth meant (1) that the men and women 

of hi s ballads were drawn fra n middle and lower classes, and 

(2) that the language was that of conversation; but we cannot 

agree with him, that 'Vordsworth did not mean to imply that 

there was a difference betwe en the conversationai language of 

the so-called upper and lower classes. --2. It is true that 

the upper classes do not converse in the language of Gray's 

Ode to Spring, but it is just as true that there is a difference 

in the conversational language of the upper and lower classes 

anywhere, and the fact that Wordsworth specified his language 

as that of "conv'ersation in the lower and middle classes" proves 

that he perceived this difference. 

1. 
2. 

Turning now from theory to practice, from the Advertis~~ 

!Qr~~~9r~~~~_ ~1~~r~rl_ gr. ~~!~~~~, 1. 
Wara.worth's Literarv Criticism Introduction xV-XVII. 
--- - --- - -- -- ~~------~ - ----- -- ~-, 
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ment to the poems themselves, let us examine"the experiments". 

In the Oxford Edition of Wordsworth's Complete Poetical Works, 

we find the following poems dated as published in 1?98: 

Line s. (wri tten while sai ling in a boat at evening). 

Remembrance of Collins. 

Lines. (I,eft upon a se'at in a yew-tree). 

Anecdot e for Fathers. 

The Complaint of a Forsaken Indian WOman. 

The Last of the Flock. 

The Idiot Boy. 

Her Eyes are Wild. 

The Thorn. 

Tintern Abbey. 

~~postulation and Reply. 

The Tables Turned. 

I heard a thousand blended notes. 

To My Sis te r .' 

Simon Lee. 

Goody Blake and Harry Gill. 

Animal Tranquility and~ Decay. 

The Convict. (Never reprinted by Wordsworth.} 

Much of the Wordsworth ian warfare has centered around two 
\ . 

poems of this list, The Idiot Boy and Tin~ern Abbey. The Idiot 

BOl, critics have said and truly said, is not poetical, and 

they have implied that it is not poetical because it is written 

in the language of the lower classes. That the last st atement I, "~ 

is "not true, we shall try to point out a little later. These 

s~e critics, on the other hand, admit that Tintern Abbe~. is 
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poetical, and is poetical because it . does not use the conver

sational language; and they would have us believe that Words

worth himself" did not perceive ~l1Y difference between the two 

poems. It -seems quite evident, however, from Wordsworth's re

marks concerning the majority of these poems, 'that the author 

of The Lyrical Ballads was conscious of a difference in the 

kinds of poetry--not all of the poems were to be considered as 

experiment s--even if he felt no difference in the poetic 

pIe asure aroused by them, and was as much moved by !:he Idi ot 

Boy--he tells us he never read it without pleasure --1, as he 

was by Tintern Abbey. Believing then that Wordsworth f61-

lowed his own theory of poetic diction in The IdlotBoy, and 

departed from it in Tintern Abbey, many critics have come to 

the conclusion that Wordsworth 'wrote nonsense,when he kept to 

his precepts, and poetry only when he violated them. 
,: 

Few, even of the professed Wordsworthian.,can read The 

Ieliot Boy without having their faith in their master falter. 

It surely cannot be that the fault is entirely in the language, 

Which is made up, chiefly of words simple and ordinary. R-ew 

people obj ect to The Revene of Poor Susan,. and its language i • 
.. 

decidedly simple. Would not stately diction make The Idiot 

BOl only more incongruous? Is it not rather the subject matter 

than the diction that is .the defect of this poem? Weak minded 

children are pitiable creatures; our hearts ache for the 

mother to whom th~.Y· belong, but 'try as we may, there is alW'qa 

a feeling of repulsion towards the children. We do not want 
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them near; we certainly do not like poems about them. Objects 

which arouse repulsion can never be aesthetic, apd unaesthetic 

obj ects are not suitable material for poetry, for they do not 

interest the human heart. Our daily papers are filled with 

accounts of accidents--of explosions, perhaps, after which the 

heads, arms, and legs of the victims have been found, scattered 

at a distance from the bodies. We read about murders--how a 

throat is gashed from ear to ear, or a face beaten beyond re-

cognitlon. Is it agreeable readtng? Do we want such de-

scriptions in poetry? Should we be interested in reading in 

poetry the details of a surgical operation-~~~weversuccessful 
/;: .... 

the operation may have been, or however beautiful, the surgeon 

who alone could take an aesthetio attitude toward the opera-

tion,may have pronounced it? Grief, however, is not repul-

sive. That it is a suitable theme for a poem, Wordsworth 

leaves us no room to doubt, when we read The Affliction of 

Margaret, The Complaint of a Forsaken Indian Woman, or Michael. 

Butwealcne as is always unaesthetic, and mental weakness not on

ly unaesthetic, but repulsive. ' It surely is not fit subject 

mat ter for a poem. 

The diction of The Idiot Boy is certainly not elevated or 

even dignified in its simplici ty. Many of the words probably 

were the possession of the Cumberland dalesmen. Yet I have 

found e'ven in this poem, which is supposed to be the example par 

eX'c'ellenee of Wordsworth t s theory of diction put into practice, 

a long list of wards, and what is more important, word bombi-
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nations --1, that do not belong to the conversational language 

of the lower classes. For instance:-- lonely shout (5), intent 

(17), piteous moan (20), as if her very life would fail (21), 

d'istr~ss (23 -), sorely puzzled (25), doth abide (28), what will 

betide (31), travelling trim (37), post without delay (42), best 

delight (53), motionless and dead (79), skill in horsemanship 

(85), stands fixed (88), stead (107 ), a most diverting thing 

(125), demure (129), her life and soul were buried (131), vile 

reflectjons cast (158), sad mischances (178), prefaced half a 

hint of this (b82), his horse forsook (214), wandering gypsy 

folk (225), lengthen- out the tremulous sob (290), the long 

blue night (287), very soui of evil (333), strong indentures 

(338), my Buit repel (343), of your further aid bereave me 

(344),' sustain her fears (359), calm your terrors (363), a 

qrunken pIe asurequaffs (380) , stifled with her bli S6 (385 ) -, 

betimes abroad (409) terrors met her (418), in tuneful concert 

s t ri ve ( 443 ) •. 

The language of a people consists Dot less in the word 

order than in the words and word combinations. This poem is 

fUll of unusual sequence of words. I~ is scarcely reasonable 

to .,uppose that any peasant ever said ' anything like the fol-

. lOwing: . 
"His lips with joy they burr at you". (14) 

-For what she ails they cannot guess. fl (26) 

-To this did Johnny answer make 

Both wi th hi s head and wi th his hand--" (62-3) 

"He with his Pony now doth roam 

The cliffs and peaks so h~gh that are--" (318-19) 

1. See page 9 above • 
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so we might point out numerous instances of unusual word order 

which, had it been normal, might have made good prose but 

changed for r~yme and meter has certainly not made poetry. 

In this poem, however, there are some verses that have a 

certain poetical value. The fifth verse is not whOlly with-

out merit.-ttHe (the owl) lengthens out his lonely shout". 

Perfectly simple words are placed in perfectly natural · order. 

HOw, then, does it differ from linea (115-16) 

"Yet for his life, he cannot tell 

What he has got upon hi s back?" 

The line, "He lengthens out his lonely shout" · is imaginative. 

Perh~s the a~iteration gives a pleasing effect; perhaps the 

internal rhyme in out and shout, and,doubtless,the actual 

physical effort anq time required to prono~nce the word lengthe9 

and the suggestion of the echo in the letters 'I' in lonely, 

all tend to strengthen the notion of the owl's long-drawn out 

and echoed cry. We might note ~ '(" to'O i a verse like 
t· 

"The streams with sotest sound are flowing" (284), 
~:~' 

True, the content is more or less familiar, yet the succession 

of the 'sibilants is smooth and soft and not unpleasing. The 

jjllrase "long "b1ue night" (287) is a splendid instance of imag

in~~lTe combination- in fact, the only lines of the poem which 

are worth while are those containing Borne of the combination 

of words noted on page sixteen of this thesis. 

So much for this oft discussed poem. The experiment 

failed. It -failed, first, becalse of the subject matter 

and,aecond,beC8Use of the diction Which, however, is not the 
I ' 
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diction of Wordsworth's theory. ' The language we have found ia 

not the language of the lower classes in wards, word combi

nation8, word order. The diction is at fault not because it is 

or is not the language used by any people, but because it is 

literal, matter-of-fact, bald', and not imaginative. 

The Anecdote for Fathers has had its ahare of criticism

at times almost as severe as that of The Idiot Boy. It is not 

to be wonde re d at. In the first place, the subject matter 

While not repulsive is trivial and personal, not a subject -.~~\ 

whioh can "interest every human heart". The diction is 

neither conversational nor poetical. No father would talk to 

his small son in the words of this poem,and hope to be under

stoo.d. Verytew, indeed, of the words and phrases of this 

poem ' belong to even the middle classes. A few,selected at 

random, are typic alone s: fond regret s to entertain (14), in

ward Badness had its oharm (22), rustic dress (26), hill 

smootii and warm (41). While many of the phrases of the poe~ 

are imaginative, they violate what is fundamental in poetic 

diction, a ha~ony of word and content. We are told lit tie 

Edward I s "limbs are cast in beauty' a mould" (3) '. When the 

little boy at last answers his "idle questioning" father, ' he 

does not simplY!3[ o~ speak, he unlocks his tongue (53). Is 

the' expression not larger than the thing itself? Is it not the 

"gaudy and inane phraseology" Wordsworth told his readers they 

would be disappointed in not finding in The Lyrioal :Ballad.' (1) 

When The Wanderer "unlocks his word hoard", it is in keeping 

with the story of his pent-up sO,rrow; when Wordsworth himself ,.' 
, , 

1. JgP#~9_lj;!l.! .!I;_ -~j.~~.rH.Y_ ~.rJ. ~J 9J. J5!'l, 1 ~ I I 
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tells us that with the sonnet "Shakespeare unlocked his heart"-l 

we feel the fitness of the expression, but we do not expect 

a fi-ve-year old "to unlock his tongue". Again we should say 

the experiment failed--but again we must admit that the failure 

is not due to the use of conversation~ language of lower and 

mi ddle clas ses. Does it not seem probable that Wordsworth 

was led to believe that he was using the words of every-day 

conversation because he was writing about an every-day inci-

dent? 

The Thorn is a splendid example of what happened when 

Wordsworth tried to write in accordance with his theorY,while 

. his imagination waridered where it would. The subject matter of 

the poem is ofadeserted mother's sorrow. We shall find, I think, 

that the proportion of lower and middle class words is greater 

. in this poem than in ei ther of the other two we have studied. 

The word order of these usual words, however, is often very 

unusual. as in the following: 

"You must take care and choose your time 

The mountain when to cross." (58-9) 

"This thorn you on ~r left espy". (28) 

Consider also the seventh stanza (6?-??): 

"At all times of the day and night 

~is wretched woman thither goes; 

~,~ she is known to every at ar, 

And every wind that blows; 

And, there, beside the thorn, she sits. 

When the blue daylight' B in the skies, 

And when the whirlwind's on the bill 

1. Mi.8cel1aneous Sonnets Part II. Sonnette 





Or frosty air is ke en and still 

And to her se If she c r ie s, . 

'Oh! misery! Oh! misery! 

Oh woe is me! Oh mi se ry! I 11 - -1 • 

20~----

It doe s not t eke a Cole ridge to see and f eel the difference 

between this and the following lines (89-99): 

"I cannot tell; I wish I could; 

For the true reason no one knows: 

But would you gladly view the spot, 

The spot to which she goes; 

The hillock like an infant's grave, 

The pond-and thorn so old and gray, 

Pass by her door--'tis seldom shut-

And if you see her in her hut

Then to the spot away! 

I never heard of such as dare 

Approach the spot when she is there." 

It does, perhaps, take a Coleridge to express this difference. 

H'e says--"But when I turn to the following stanza (the seventh) • and compare this with the language of ordinary men, or with 
I 

that whi ch I can c oncei ve at all likely to proceed in real life 

f~om suoh a narrator as is supposed in the note to this poem

oompare · i"ither in the succession of images or with the sen

tence s, I am: reminded of the sublime pr~er and hymn of pra:,ise, 

, hieh )lilton, in opposition to an established liturgy presents 
.',: . 

as a :t'air expression of common extempore devotion, and such as 

we might expect to ,hear from every 8~lf- (i .. p-1rted .mlnist:er, ,ofc'J & 

1. The italics are mine. 
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conventicle! And I reflect with delight, how Ii ttle a mere 

theory, though of his own workmanship, interferes with the pro

cesses of genuine imagination in a man of true poetic genius 

who possesses, as Mr. Wordsworth, if ever man did, most assured

ly does possess 'the vision and the faculty divine ,It. -1 

The "vision and the faculty divine" was lacking when 

Wordsworth's wrote Goody Blake and Harry Gill. It was a true 

story he said, --2, and evidently he thought his readers would 

be moved with pity for Goody whose sad case it was 

"For very cold to go to bed; 

.And then for cold not sl eep a wink--" (47-8) 

But some way it does not distress grown-up readers and though 

we are never allowe d to fo rget even for a moment that all the 

blankets and coats that the wicked Harry might . wrap arou~d him 

could keep his teeth from chattering, we never feel the cold 

that almost make s us shiver when we read even a single line like 

"The hare limped trembling through the frozen grass". It has 

been suggested that the poem makes no appeal to us beer_,se it 

centers around an impossible curse. The whole history eff 

literature emphatically denies such a statement. Think what 

Coleridge made of the curse that came upon The Ancient Mariner, 

or Southey in !he Curse of Kehama, or :Byron in Manfred. Even 
• • 

'Wordsworth \ittle Bong for the W:andering Jew makes us feel"'the 

trouble of the wanderer" in our souls. Surely it 1s not the 

subject matter that is at fault here. Why may not a curse of 

'Cold · be made as dreadful as a curse of sleepb.saness or unceaa- . 

ingwandering? The fault lies rather in the l~ teral , '~J!1-.m~":

~ativeJ almost bald treatment, that Wordsworth adopted when, 
' " __ . • ,, _ .. ••• _ .... . .. .. . _ . _: _. ".~_._~_ •• • • ' . , • • • _ ... _ ,_ • _ _ ''-' '--h,~ 
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conscious of h~s theory, he wished to describe the simplest 

of incident s. Inst ance s of dist,arted word order are frequent, 

for example: 

":By th,.e same fire t ·o boil their pottage, 

Two poor o~d Dames as I have known, 

Will often live in one small cottage;" (33-35) 

"Then at her door the canty Dame 

Would si t, as' any linnet g~" (39-40) 

Furthermore, there are expressions that are as far from being 

·.Qonversati onal as they are from bei ng poetic ale As a single 

instance consider "lusty splinter" (51). It would be interest-
.. 

ing to exanine the different mental images that the startling 

combination, "lusty splinter", would call up. 

lines in the poem, perhaps, are 29-32; 

"Remote from sheltered village green, 

On a hill t B northern si de she dwelt, 

The best 

'Where from sea-blasts the hawthorns lean, ' 

And hoary dews are slow to melt--" 

It is quite clear that these lines are not conversational. O:ur 

conclusion concerning the poem is that it is dull-not becaUSe 

Of the . subject matter but because of the language, which, ho.

ever, 1. not oonversat lonal, though doubtless Wordsworth oon

sidered the diction as ordinary as the incident. 

Simon Lee is .as illustrative of Wordsworth's theory $l'ld 

practice aa 1s Goody Blake and Harry Gill. The line s 
; 

nOh Readerl had you in your mdnd 

Suoh stores as silent thought can bring, 

Oh gentle reader--you would find '/ , 





A ,Tale in everything". ' (65-8) 

"I have heard of hearts unkind, kind deeds 

With coldness still returning; 

Alas! the gratitude of men 

Hath oftener left me mourning". (93-96) 

are surely not to be put in the same class with 

"And he is lean and he is sick; 

His body, dwindle.d and awry 

Reste upon ankles swolln and thick; 

His legs are thin and dry. 

One prop he has, and only one 

Hi s wife, an age d woman 

Lives wi th him, near the waterfall 

Upon the village Common." (33-40) 

23. 

In this stanza the adjectives, dwindled and awry, are bold 

descriptive wqrds--and appropriately used, but none the less 

p.oeti cally used. As we read the word ~, we think of a .cane 

and wonder at the poet's emphasis on the fact that Simori Lee 

has but one. That the old man's aged,wife is his prop, is a 

startling revelation. Once more we have an everyday incident, 

but not described in everyday words. 

The Last of the Flock, too, must be classed with the ex

pe·r~_nt8 that Wordsworth thought were written in accordance 

with his theory. The first four .lines of the second stanza are-

"He saw me, and he turned aside, 

As if he wished himself to hide: 

And with his coat did then e~,B8.7 

To' 1rl;pe those briny tears aW8\r.· (11~1') 
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If instead of these lines Wordsworth had written, "He turned 

awB8' when he saw me, and tried to hide himself, and wiped his 

eyes on hi 5 coat sle eve", would he not have been truer to his 

own theory? In this poem, too, the words are aO : lunuSill:~J.t · " ',' 

placed that we cannot overlook them--

"And crazily and wearily 

I went nw. work about;" (77-8) 

would seem funny to anyone who ~ not, ~ Wordsworth ~, ~ 

solutely lacking in ~ sense of humor. 

theory could admit such· lines. 

No conversational 

In The Co~plaint of a Forsaken Indian Woman, Wordsworth's 

theory has been left behind. "Simple as can be" is the usual 

comment made upon it. Simple--yes, but anything but conversa-

tional. It is unnatural, if you please, in the sense that 

, such words would never fall trom the lips of a dying Indian 

Wcmaan, .or be used by anyone,save a poet, who should tell her sad 

8tor-¥,~ .~· :\~ . , It is natural in that 'the wO,rds ~ simple, dignified 

as they . are, make us know and share the ~rief--a grief,half 

suppress .. ed, as the Stoical nature asserts itself and the woman 

says 

"No pleasure now, and no desire 

Then here contented will I lie! 

. Alone, I cannot fear to die." (lB-20) .. 
and, then, most passionate, when the mother-love rises abOT' 

all other feelings and she yearns for the child given to an

other, 
"A woman, who was not thy mother. 

When from ~ arms my babe they too;k., 
I t 





On me how strangely did he look! 

Through his whole body something ran, 

A most strange working did I see; 

- As if he strove to be a man 

That he might pull the sledge for me: 

And then he stretched his arms, how wild! 

Oh mercy! like a helpless child." (31-40) 

Iii that the conversational language of the lower and middle 

classes' 

25 

Since the poem called The Oonvict was never reprinted by 

Wordsworth, we need not discuss it here. Evidently its author 

thought it a failure. The theme is one that has been worn 

threadlNLkB and, to me, there i8 an unpleaaant jltq1le ab~utthe 

meter. However, not a single line conta.ina comeraational 

language, and ,~,he po,em has image s that far .urpas8 mall¥ in .D.!. 
Idiot :8'01. 

14,il, the two poems, Expo.tJJ1"t ion and ' Reply, and. The Table B 

, Turne,;, or ra.ther in these two'p arts in one poem, for they are 

so cl08ely connecte'd that we nevel" think of one wi thout the 

other:; "ordsworth clearly was trying to write in the language 

ot the mid,dle classes. ~Thefir.t at anza of ea6h poem is more 

04 1, •• c"o:n1':er.ational, at leut as tar 8,S words are concerned: 

"Whr, William, on that old gr~ ,tone 

!hu. for the length ' of halt a d~, 

," Wh7, 1I'1l11am, sit you thus , alone 

,'--, ' , ~d l dream your time a.~"'" 
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"Up-Up! my friend, and quit your books, 

Or surely you'll grow double; 

Up-Up! my friend, and clear your looks, 

Why all this toil and trouble?" 

If that style had been kept up throughout the poems we should 

have had more poems of the Simon Lee sort. But these poems 

'were a plea for the great out-of-doors, and in pleading its 

cBUse, Wordsworth, . the poet of nature, forgot all about the 

precepts of Wordsworth, the theorist. No dalesman has ever 

,,,spoken, if indeed he has ever thought, of feeding "this mind 

of ours in a wise passiveness", or of "all this mighty sum of 

things forever speaking", of coming forth "into the light of 

things", and t eking Nat ure as a teacher, or of the "single im

pulse of the vernaJ. wood" that is full of meaning for the hsart 

1Ith·at w:at che s and re ce i ve s" • 

The rest of the poems of the 1?98 volume I believe Worda

wort.h di 'd not me an to come under the he ad of experiment ~ 

Exoepting the lines beginning "Her eyes are wild" and the poem, 

Animal Tranquil·li ty and Deca;r, (surely not colloquial in its 

title) the poems are wri tten from a purely personal standpoint •. 

The tIl ot the pOem is Wordsworth; he is using his own words 

t.o express his own thoughts and feelinga--thought sand feeliIl8'8· 

who E po a8e •• ion made him Wo rdswo rth, and sep ar ate d him from 

allhls neighbors who lacked such thoughts and feelings and, 

therefor~ " needed not words to expre ss them. The Lines (written 

while sailing in a boat at evening) embody a poet's hope; In . . . -
RemeDlbrance of Collins suggests the grief of the irresolute 





and despondent Collins for his loved master, Thomson. The 

Cumberland dalesmen probably knew little or nothing of Collins 

or his grief--and if they had known the facts, they never would 

have said--

"Now let us, 'as we float along 

For him suspend the dashing oar; 

And pray that never child of s9ng 

May know that poet ~s : '8orrow more. 

How calm! how stilll the only sourl'~, 

The dripping of the oar suspended! 

-The evening darkness gathers round 

By virtue's holiest Powers attended." (17-24) 

The Linea (left on the yew-tree seat), those addressed '10 fir 

Siater, those beginning "It is the first mild d83' of spring", 

and t above all, those composed ne ar Tintern Abbey, ' give us 

Wordswo.rth·s interpretation of Nature. None of these are 
1 ', ., 

though\~.· or incident s from the lower or middle classes of soc1e •• 

~ A ~ '~~~Sh I think that Tintern Abbey is riot to be classed 
. : : ·\ · :;;::;'l~:·':.· , 

wlth ::'~." · · :.Xperiments, and, sO strictly speaking, should not 

be cO~8f~~~~d in this connection, I am unwilling to leave The 

LY~icai.->,·;j:8l.lad8 w1 thout a word or two about the poem, because 
, .! . 

t~ allaplicity of its language has been dwelt on so often, that 

.0 •• , impre saed with the simpllc1 ty of Wordsworth f s t:r;eory o~ d1ot:to~ 

belleT. Tint.rn Abbel is the result of the theory. That 

Tintern . __ , 18 a great poem is almOst universally acknowledged. 

Otall the critics that have eulogizeq it, perhaps Whipple i. 

the. moat truly '.,a,athetic. "T1n:tern Abb,y" , he 88\18, "Ind. •• 
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spiritualization of nature--a mysterious sense of being ~ad~ 

ing the whole universe of mind and matter--a feeling of vital 

• connection between all the various forms and kinds of creation. 

It is the marriage of the soul of man with the visible universe 

and which constitutes the charm and depth of Wordsworth's' 

'philo~ophy divine'. The style becomes transfigured by the 

intense and brooding imagination which permeates it--the dic-

tion is still as simple as prose."--l. It is evident that 

Whipple knows the Tintern Abbe~. He must have experienced that 

"bleBsed mood" in which the weary weight "of all this unin-

telligible world is lightened"; he must have harkened to the 

"still sad music of humanity"; he must have felt that "sense

sublime", and it is because he has felt it, and knows that 

the poet has expressed what he felt that he 883"-8 the diction 

is as simp-le as prose. Surely not the pro se of conve rsat ion. 

In t 'he entire poem, I find scarcely a sentence that is pro se. 

One might say in speaking of the passage of time-nfive, years 

have pas.ed", but would scarcely add "five summers with tne 

length of five lpng winters". - One might speak of feelings 

thli.t have "no stig!l\tr trivial influence" on a man's life, but(? 

I doubt if anyone but a poet would speak of the influence 

"On that best portion of a good man's life, 

His little nameless, unremembered acts 

Of kindness and of love." (32-35) 

The teel!ng that is in Tintern Abbey is poetical, and the warda 

that -'xpre$s it truly must be poeti cal whether they be in meter 

~r not. Almost every line of the poem cant ains a pic-tufe 
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which we, though we had eyes, saw not, and a thought which our 

duller understandings had not grasped. Take the . images at 

random-- the hedge-rows ctt"ri ttle lines of sportive wood run 

wild" (16); the sounding cataract haunts "like a passion"(?6)j 

j oye are "aching" (84), raptu re s, "di~;ZyfJ '( 8;; ); "the fever of 

the world hangs upon a beating heart" (53), and the memory is 

a "dwelling place for all sweet sounds and harmonies." (141-2). 

Do we use such images in our conversation? 

Such, then, were the poems composing ~he Lyrical Ballads 

of 1798. The trivial ones, unfortunately, attracted most 

attention; review after review was written concerning The Idiot 

Boy -- Tintern Abbe~>. was completely ignored. Since, however, 

80me of the poems did embody some of Wordsworth's experimental --. 

principles, since some of the poems, as we have seen, were 

descriptive of incidents in the life of the middle or lower 

classes and did use, to a c ert ain extent, the conversat ional 

~anguage of those classes, many crj.tics took it for granted 

that The Lyrical Ballads embo.died all the principles of Words-

wo rth I B theory. This, we think, is not the case. We have 

tried to' show (I) that in Bome of the poems of this volume 

Wordsworth did not even attempt to put his theory into practice: 

(II) that 'Wordsworth did not, by any means, always use ' conver

aational language even in the poems that treated of everydaY 

incidents. In these poems Wordsworth Was led to believe that 

he was using conversational language because· of the simplicity 

of his subject matter. The diction, in reality, while not 

alw~s poetical, was seldom conversational; when it was conver-· 
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sational as far as individual words were concerned, it often 

violated every wri tten and unwritten law of conve rsational 

word order; moreover, Wordsworth's diction was not entirely 
I 

free from the "gaudy and inane phraseology", he so seriously 

objected to; (III) that, in some of the simpler poems, the 

subject matter was at fault--being repulsive or trivial; (IV) _ .. +.
that Wordsworth, the poet, often forgot Wordsworth, the theorist, 

and wrote, not as he would, but as he must. Thi s last point 

is typical of any single poem,or of the collection as a whole. 

In the most dismal failure of the volume we noted instances of 

poetical worth. In Tintern Abbey we see t·he poet's geniuB at 

the height of its inspiration. So much for the l?98 poems. 
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P ART III. 

Mr. Raleigh has said, "A man should think twice or thrice 

before he wri tes a preface to hi s own work". --1. He is 

right. Had Wordsworth never written his prefaces, his great 

poems would now be holding their undisputed place among other 

great.poems; his unworthy poems would have been forgotten, and 

our library of W'ordsworthian criticism diminished by numbers of 

volumes. But the Advertisement of 1798 was written, and out of 

it grew the prefaces. to the subsequent editions, particularly 

~ that of 1800. As we have noted, a perfecf storm of ridicule 

and storm had greeted the first volume of The Lyrical Ballads, 

and the author to whom poetry was not a mere pastime, but a 

seriOUS, even a sacred duty,--2, felt called upon to explain 

and ' justify the stand he had taken. This he attempted to do 

in the preface of 1860 and the following critical essays. That · 

these prefaces did much to make him unpopular in his own day 

and that this. unpopularity has prejudiced many minds of today 

against him, cannot be doubted. For those reaso,ns we might 

wish them unwritten. For still more vital reasons we would hot 

do without them. They throw light on almost every line of his 

poetry; 'they ace runt in no small measure for the great differ

ence. within a single poem; and they make possible the' belief 

that the author' of Peter Bell and The W_IIPBer is also the 

author o'r'M,ichael and The Ode on Immortality. 
,4 

Though in the later prefaces and critical letters and 

e88~s, Wordsworth has repeated his ideas of 1798, that is not 

1.1!C!~41!.!<!til:!, 86. 

2.~t~~~~!, Book IV, lines 332-338 





all he has done. In attempting to explain his ideas he haa not 

merely restated them. He has given us his theory of a poet, 

of poetry--its subject matter and diction, and his reasons for 

holding these particular theories. Some of these statements 

of the 1798 preface he has qualified-that of the subject matter 

of poetr,y; others--that of diction-he has enlarged, and made 

statements so general in their application that it is hard to 

feel they were to be confined to aspects of his own poetry. 

They are usually taken, and rightly, I believe, to be his 

~heory of a poet, poetry, and poetic diction. Here, however, 

is the rock on which critics have been wrecked. Wordsworth 

certainly did profess in theory, and often in practice, a pre

fere me for and beli\,", in a poetry of the people. That, 

however, does not mean that Wordsworth could not arf did not re

cognize and appreciate other kinds of poetry. Indeed his re

ferences in the preface to poets who did not deal with the "com-

mon sights of Mother Earth". Book V of the Prelude--a glow-

i~ tribute to great poets of the past, his numero'Us expre ssions 

. of gratitude in his poems to Spenser, Milton, and Shakespeare, 

and, what- iB" more, his marked dependence on these poets prove,i 

bey~nd doubt that Wordsworth recognized different kinds of 

poetry and he nee the di ffe rent theories on which the different 

kinds are written. 

That Wornsworth did not practice during his long life much 

that he profe.sBed in the theory of 1800 is doubtless true. But 

agai"n I believe that he meant what he said--that is, that he 

wished to describe simple incidents in the language used in 

conTe ~.ai, ionby people Of the lower . and midd,le . . classes. He h-. 
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said this again and again. The Prelude composed between 1799 

and 1805 is full of it. In Book XIII, beginning with line 

221, we have a poetical summary of Wordsworth's theory ot 
poetical ' subjects and their treatment: 

"Here, c~lling up to !(lind what then I saw, 

A youthful traveller, and see daily ' now 

In the f ami-Ii ar . circui t of my home". 

Here might I paus.~-, and bend in reverence 

To Nature and the power of hl~man minds. 

To men as they .are men within themselves. 

How oft high service is perfo,rmed within, 
/ 

. . 

When all the external man is rude, in show,

Not like a temple rich with pomp' 'and go,ld, 

But a mere mountain chapel" that protects 

Its s1,mple wOrshippers fro,m sun and shower .. 

Of these, said I. shall be my song; of these 

It future years mature 'me for the task, 

l(il~ I record the praises, making verse 

Deal boldly with subst anti al things; in truth 

And sanctity of passion, speak of these, 

That just ice m~ be done, obeisance paid 
" . , f 

Where it is due: thus haply shall ,I. 'W:e:!:.oh, 

Inspire; through unadulterated ears 

Pour rapture, tenderne ss, and hope, ''--mY theme 

No other than the very,' heFt. of ,man, 

AS found among the best oJ thoq, who live-

Not un.xal t.,d by r:~~i~iOU8 f~ th, " 
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Nor uninformed by books, good books, though few-

InNature'spresence." --1. 

For further reference s in thi s s arne poem, see Book I" 401-15; 

Book II, ·175-204; Book IV, 208-234; Book VI, 105-116; Book VII, 

740 ff. j in The Excursion, the same opinion is given expression 

in Book I, 342-6; Book IV, 365-72; Book V, 114-122. The 

Prologue to Pat-er Be 11 was wr i tten to make c Ie ar thi s po int_. 

We find it also in Simon Lee, 65-9; in A Poet's Epitaph, in 

The Ode on Immortality, 205-7, and, in fact, it is hard not to 

find this opinion expressed or implied in almost every, po~ 

Wordsworth wrote. It would seem quite clear, then, that Words., 

" worth often wrote with his eye not on his object but on his 

theory. ' 

For a more complete understanding of Wordsworth's theory 

of diction as set forth in the later prefaces, some knowledge.) 

at .le ast, of his theory of a poet and poetry is nece saary, 

since the one grew out of the other t wo and since they are all 

so closely interwoven, that it is practically impossible to 

say where one begins and the other ends. We have already noted 

that Wo rdswo rth t s theories were, in part, direct results of 

eighteenth century influence, ~ ' --2. It requires no student 
, 

of Wordsworth, however, to discbver that the theories aalsSwOeEreW ~1\ 

out of the ma~ himself. They are just such theories 

should expect from one of Wordsworth'~ character .who lived the 

sort of life he lived, a life of "plain -living /and high think

ing", a life of earnest contemplation which does not mean ab-

solute li8t~e.8ness or inaction, spent,for the most part,amon~ 
1 • The 1 tali c s ar e mi ne • 
2.page 6 and 7 above. 

! 
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the simple country folk in his beloved Cumberland mountains 

and dales, where, even as a child, he 

"- - - -held unconscious intercourse with beauty 

Old as creation, drinking in a pure 

Organic pleasure from the silver wreaths 

Of cUTline mists,. or from the level plain 

Of waters, colored by impending clouds." --1. 

This delicate sensitiveness to beauty is his first gift 

as a poet whom he thus describes--tlA poet is a man speaking 

. to men: a man, it is true, endowed with more lively sensibility, . 

more enthusiasm and tenderness, who has a greater knowledge of 

human nature, and a more comp :rehensi ve soul than are suppo se d # 

to be common among mankind; a man pleased with his own passions 

and volitions, and who rejoices more than other men in the 

spirit of life that is in him; delighting to contemplate simi

lar voli tiona and ,passions as manife ated in the going.~~n of 

the universe, and habitually compelled to create them where he 

does not find them. To these qualities he has added a disposi-

tion to be affected more than other men by absent things as if 

they were present; an ability of conjuring up in himself pas-
, ; 

siona, which are indeeci far from being the same as thos,e pro

duced by real events, yet (especially in those parts of the 

general sympathy which are pIe asing and delightful) do · more 

nearly resemble the passions produced by real events,than any

thing which, from the motions of their own minda merely other 

men are accustomed to feel in themselves; --whence, and from 

pract~ce, he has acquired a greater readiness and power in ex

pressing what he thinks and feels, and especially those thoughts 

1. ~~.~~~<!t!, :Book I, 562-565 





and feelings which by his own choice, or from the structure 

of his own mind arise in him without immediate external ex-
ci tement ." --1. This description of a poet Wordsworth has 
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put in verse, in many of his poems, in many parts of the Pre

lude, The Excursion, and poem XLIII of the series dedicated to 

National Independence and Liberty. 

To this theory of a poet, at least, (and it does not 

differ materi ally from the vast maj ori ty of theorie s), critics 

cannot s~ Wordsworth said one thing and lived another. With 

but one exception, the poet has described himself. I do not 

believe that he had a "greater knowledge of human nature than 

other men". Indeed, his knowledge of man was limited and 

consequently, for him, t ,he writing of certain kinds of poetry 

was barred. It is seldom that his strictly narrative poems 

are of great value,and his one drama, The Borderers, the realm 

' where knowledge of human nature must reign supreme is absolute-

ly liteless and wholly uninteresting, save as a study of a phase 

ot his poetic development. Upon this very lack of understand-

ing o.f human nature, moreover, .1 believe one of hi s most serious 

errors. in the theory of poetry is founded--namely, the choice of 

subjects that can interest the human heart. Excepting, then, 
mind 

a knowledse of human nature, the other oharacteristics o£ ;a poet '8 

~e 8or1li'~d by Wordswo rth, are Wordsworth's own. We have already 

noted ~is delicate sensibility; Tintern Abbey is one continuous 

ecstu7 ot .-delight in his own passions and voll tiona", . and his 

recognition of them in the "goings-on of the univer8~~about 

him. In . it, too, he shows that he is strongly affected by 

1 • . !.9~~!,~!~,!l~...s_~J.~~!_a!1" __ C!..i:J~l,!1~J 23. 





absent things, as if they were present--a feeling which is 

"the bliss of solitude". Surely it was his tenderness that 

prompted him to write of Betty Foy--perhaps it is a lack of 

tenderness in us that makes the poem so objectionable. How 

38. 

many of us should have seen the tragedy in poor Susan I s he art, 

as she stood at the corner of Wood street, and dreamed Whi1e she 

li stened to the song of a caged thrush? 

"She looks, and her heart is in heaven: but they fade, 

The mist and the river, t ,he hill and the shade: 

The strea~ will not flow, and the hill will not rise, 

And the colors have all passed away from her eyes!" 
(13-16) 

Tenderness and sympathetic insight are too apparent for com~ 

mente 

Out of thi s theory of a poet, or rather side by si de with 

it, grew the theory of poetry. For thts we are to look not in 

anyone place, but in all the prefaces and in all the poems--

' even in'Peter Bell. We have already noted one requisite of 

poetry--its universality of appeal, hinted at in the opening 

sentence. of the Advertisement of 1798, when Wordswo rth wrote, 

"The materials of poetry are to be found in every subject which 

can interest the human heart." In the 1800 Preface Wordsworth 

stresses this point. He shows clearly that whatever he may 

have" done in practi .ce, in theory, at least, he recognizes the 

difference between a human he art and the human he art. He spe ak~ - --
.Of the universality of poetry, its truth being general, and the 

fact that it was written for Man. That the poet oft~ wrote ._. · 

on subject. of interest to hi".s rteighborhood, ' his househo~d, or .~"h 
• !.\.···i-:t\ ~ 

. ,'\':'" 
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himself ' only, a very cursory glance at the titles of his poems 

would make evident. Note as an ' instance The Idiot Eoy, the 

particular intere st of which Wordswo rth himself painted out, 

when,he wrote to a letter to Wilson, "The boy whom I 'had in 

my mind was by no means disgusting in h~~c appeaFance, quite 

the contrary; and I have known several with imperfect faculties, 

who are handsome in their ' persons and features. There is 

one at pre sent, wi thin a mile of my own h,orne, remarkably 80--B 

--1. For further examples of personal or local interest" re

call Anecdote for Fathers, Poems on the Nmming of Places, 

To t.pe Spade of ' a Friend, and page after page of purely per-

sonal information in the Prelude and The Excunsion. Someone 

ha.\·<. 'a.1d that all of these instances would have furnished 1n-

teresting subj~t matter for the pages of a diary; and so 

they would. Wordsworth, however, was not unconscious of this 

tailing, for he s~s,"I am sensible that my associations must 

have sometimes been particular instead of general, and that, 

consequently giving to things a false importance, I m83' 'have 

some'times written upon unwo rthy subjects." --2. Wordsworth 

and the world at large would not agree, l think, on the meaning 

of the word unworthy in this connection. Both the letter to 

Wilson,written in 1800,and that to Lady Eeaumon~--3, written 

.irt"'x·ao" show clearly that Wordsworth considered nothing un

worthy of a place in poetry that could teach, and he believed 

1. !9r~!~9r~E~§_~J~~r!r~_Qri~19!!~~ 9-10. 
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that everything that could teach ought to be of interest to 

the human he art. ' This point take s us back again to Wordsworth's 

choice of Bubjects, and his lack of knowledge of human nature 

that sometimes made his choice an unwise one. 

Should poetry teach? The question has always called 

forth endle ss discussion. Many cri ticts have found fault wi th 

Wordsworth's position in regard to this point. Our poet's 

answer to the question is very definite. He te lIs us "All 

.' poetry must teach--Every great poet is a teacher--I wish to be 

considered as a teacher or as nothing." Morley, one of' Words-

worth's sympath~tic admirers, . doubts whether the G~neral pro- . 

position--"All poeyry must teach"-- be at all trr.1e, and whether 

it is any more the essential business of the poet to be a 

te acher than it i 0 the busi ness of a Mozart .--1. :But is not 

l{orley's idea of teaching a narrow one? He s~s, in speaking 

of arti st s generally, they do not te ach, but "attune the soul 

to l:igh states of feeling--the direct lesson is at nought."--2 

Attuning the soul to higher state s of feeling--that is surely 

what Wordsworth meant by teaching, when he tells us his mis

sion was "to console the afflicted; to add sunshine to day-

light by making the happy happier; to bring the young of every 

age, to see, to think, and feel, and therefore become more 

actively and sincerely virtuous 'j tt --3, and when he wrote 

Tintern Abbey, The Green Linnet, or The Sonnet from Westminster 

Bridge. 

" The .re al que stion concerning poetry and te aching 1s not, 

'I 'Should poetry teach?" but rather, "How should poetry teach?" 
, 2, ~~~~!~!_i~_~~~~r~~Yr~, 35-6. 

:5. !Qr'gJlV2r~~~·§_~.t~~r~:i_.9r}~J9J!!!l, 48. 
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Should it teach directly, having a definite purpose or even a 

specific moral, or indirectly by making us recognize its pur

posesiveness? The most effective teaching is not done in 

school-book fashion. A beautiful poem needs no placard any 

more than a beautiful life does. Its very existence is reason 

for its own being--it is its own lesson. It is here that 

Wordsworth often failed. '; , Because he did not fully know the 

human mind, he did not realize that "men must be taught as if 

you taught them ,not It • He hesitated to send a poem on its 

mdssion unlabeled lest it miss its destination, the human 

" heart, and so he marred the beauty of m.any a poem by tacking 

on a moral. In the le sser poems thi s m or al is the rule 

rather than the excepti 'on. The last sta~a of Peter. Bell is a 

bi t "or m1 ssionary work: 

"And Peter Bell, who, till that night 

Had been the wildest of his clan, 

Forsook hi s crime s, re'nounced hi s folly 

And, after ten months I melancholy 
.,, " , . 
....... "::-

Became a good and honest man." 

In H$f.-t..,Leap Well, Wordsworth is not content to suggest a 

moral-.. ~e needs must drive it home: 

"One lesson, Shepherd, let us two divide, 

· Taught both by what she shows, and what conoea1s; 

'Never to blend our pleasure or our pride 

Wi th Borrow of the me ane st thing that fee Is ." (177-80) 

lIVen in that exquisite :1.i ttle poem To the Sky1ark~t the con-

oluding l!nes sh,owlfordswo rth primarily a !teacher: 
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"Type of the wise who soar, but never roam; 

True to the kindred points of Heaven and Home!" 

We cannot agree with those who bring the charge of in

consistency against Wordsworth for making the two statements, 

"All great poetry must teach" and "The end of poetry is to 

produce exci tement in coexistence wi th an overbalance of 

pIe asure • "- -1. Far from believing that pleasure and teaching, 

or the end of teaching--knowledge of truth--are opposed, Words

~ worth takes particular care to show that they are one. I re-

fer to his discussion of Sci ence and Poetry --2 and the I 

definition of poetry as "the impassioned expression in the 

. face of science". In the Literaria Biographia, ,Coleridge makes 

the same point, when he shows that "truth, moral or intellec

tual, ought to be the end of pleasure". --3. 

Finally, in importance ;l.t :;., might well be first, Words-

, worth tells us that poetry is a spontaneous overflow of power-

ful feelings.--4. That definition deserves our attention, 

for every word carries with it its meaning. Poetry is feel-

ing, 'not m~rely knowing or perceiving, but feeling--so deep 
:!en 

and so powerful that it cannot be restrained, cannot be kept ' 

within the soul that first feels it, but breaks its boundari6,' 

.and o'Terflows into the uni verse--not because the poet wi lIs to 

sha~\ 4!s feeling, but because .he must. All great poets have 

1.1f2t'J;!I9r~~ ~J~~rNY_.9r!~!9!!UJl~ 32. 
2.t2r¥!'Qr.:t11~!I_~!:t!rfLrY_Crj.'!;j.9!!J1!l, 25-29. 
3.~~t!r~ri~_~i9ir~PD!~, 148. 
44,,(org.'!IQ r~p~ ~_~:! ~~'r ~":l_ Qr1 ~!.91~!!l, 15. 
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recognized this element ,in their. poetry. In The Prelude (Bo'ok 

I, 135~6) the poet I s mind is said to have "goadings-on that 

drive her". lIhen Wordsworth I s feelings were so powerful that 

"poetic numbers came spontaneously"--l no one objects to the , 
poeme he wrote or fails to sh.are the feeling t·hat prompted the 

. poem. Th! s result can qe attained only when the poet trans

late B hi s feelings into ment al images, which, in turn, re,;;;. · · : <", _ 

translated by the reader's mind, will give back the feeling of 

, the original. Here again we see that it is imagination that 

is the soul of poetry. --2. Consider for a moment !he Green 
.. 

Lirmet. ~ I cannot imagine any rainy day so gloomy that it 

could not be cheated of some of its sadness by reading that 

poem. Wordsworth does not say: "Spring is a vital and. joyous 

season; it makes me happy, and should make you happy too." 

He breaks down thi s abstract and general concept into a ,.number 

of ~propriate concrete and particular images. We sit with 

, the poet beneath the orchard trees, the fragrant snow-white 

petals fall down upon us as we watch the ever changing shadows, 

are conscious of all the "b irds and butterflies and flowers" I 

and our thoughts fly hither and thither with that musical bit 

of lite, the Green Linnet, that is th.e "presiding spirit of the 

M8\Y" and,. for a time .. at least, of our hearts as well. Was not 

Wordeworth's feeling in this instance powerful, and has he not 

made U8 share it? 

Though Wordswo rth knew and spoke the truth about the 

1.~~~iq4~t Eook I, 54. 
2 .See -p'.ge 10 above. 
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spontaneity of poetry and the reproduction of feeling, he often 

failed to reproduce the feeling, and he very often wrote not 

because he must, but because he willed. In Peter Bell the Third 

Shelley tells us very clearly what feeling Peter Bell the First 

caused in his mind and, doubtless, in many others too. I 

have often thought that Wordawo rth expected 'fhe Waggcmer to 

arouse the same feeling as Tam O'Shante, but it failes to do 

so, in spite of the fact that the general setting of the two 

.' poems is not unlike. Many of Wordsworth's poems, ·moreover, 

are stamped with the impress of his will. We have a whole 

cycle of Ecclesiastical Sonnets, .some few of them truly in

spired, but the cycle as a whole is unintere sti'ng because there 

1s no getting rid of the idea that Wordsworth had set himself 

the task; church history had better be told in prose. We 

have also the sonnets conoe rning punishment by death. Con

v.incing though they be, poetry is not the veh~cle 6f argument. 

We have page~' of The Prelude and The Excursion that sur.ely ser."(.e,e 

no other purpose than that of filling ' up gaps between the in

spired parts of the same poems. Even the most enthusiastic 

Wordsworthian must admit, and with regret, that Wordsworth did 

not comply wi th that "inexorable rule in the Muses' court, that 

compels a bard to report only hi s supreme moment an', and the 

rule i s nEither insp1rat ion or silence". • 

With a clear understanding of what Wordsworth meant by 

a poet and by poetry, we are better able to judge what he ': tlid 

and what he meant concerning the choice of subjects and . the 

choice of words--two point s so ·\clo aely conn'ected that they 
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C8lIII1'lot well be separated either in thought or treatment. Ow.t, 

poet proposed to "choose incidents and situations from comm,~ 

life". --1. We have noted before the reason for this choice.-2 

It lies in Wordsworth's deep love for truth, his desire, which 

was not alWB\Ys carried out, "to wri te wi th his eye on his ob-

ject," --3, and "to keep his reader in the company of flesh and 

blood." --4. Poetry, he thought, was to be sought in Nature 

and Man--not in men disguised by idle fashion, soci al vanit :ies, 

and intellectual pretensions, and to get away from this creature 

of a complex social life, Wordsworth turned to his countrymen 

and their simple . lives. 

Following is a complete list of all of Wordsworth'spoem$ 
\ 

that. ~ ' .":·de'al with incidents chosen from common life; and from this 
"JI' 

list I ahall select some typical poems for the study -of the . 

di ction. 

Guilt and Sorrow. 

Foresight. 

Address to a Child. 

The Mother's Return. 

Alice Fell. 

Lucy Gr(3;3. 

We are Seven. 

Idle Shepherd Boys. 

Anecdote for Fathers. 

1. YDruJ'I..9.r_tlt'_B_ pJ._t_eI_aIY" __ C..rJ._tJ_cJ.J31I1, 13. 
2. See page 33-4 above. 
3. .,J'.s>.rY.Mtttlt'_s_ ~_tt_eI_BI.Y __ CI_ttJ._c_i_sll!" 18 
.fr.. Jr'r_4!ln.T_t.h. '..It .ki_t_eI_a..r~ __ C..r J_tj _C..1.821.., 18. 





Rural Architecture. 

The Pet Lamb. 

The Brother s. 

The Last of the Flock. 

Repent ance • 

The Affliction of Margaret. 

The Cottager to her Infant. 

The Sailor's Mother. 

The Childless Father. 

The Emigrant Mother. 

The Idiot Boy. 

Michael. 

Loving and Liking. 

Her Eyes are Wild. 

The Kitten and the 

The Waggoner. 

The Revene of Poor 

The St ar-Gaze rs. 

The Power of Music. 

BeggarB. 

Ruth. 

Falling Leaves. 

Susan. 

Resolution and Independence. 

The Thorn. 

The Wishing Gate. 

Peter ::Bell. 

Ellen Irwin. 

Stepping Westward. 
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The Solitary Reaper. 

The Matron of Jedborough. 

The Blind Highland Boy. 

The Italian Itinerant. 

The Three Cottage Girls. 

The Highland Brooch. 

The White Doe of Rylestone. 

Expostulation and Reply. 

The Tables Turned. 

~1[atthew • 

The Sp ade. of a Friend. 

The Old Cumberland Beggar. 

The Two Thieves. 

Andrew Jone s. 

Simon Lee. 

The Fountain. 

Fide Ii ty. 

The Farmer of Tilsbury Vale. 

The donv iet. 

George and Sarah Green. 

To this list we may add three or four of the Miscellaneous 

Sonnets, perh~s fourteen of the Ecclesiastical Cycle, and al

most all of the narrative portions of The Prelude and The 

Excursion. 

Perhaps Wordsworth would have us include in this list ot 

poem. dealing with incidents and situations of· common life, 

al~ the 'Bature poems--as To the Daiay or The Skllark'. 
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Such poems, I think, do not properly belong to this classifi

cation, for though a peasant sees a daisy or a skylark, he 1s 

not impre ssed with the beauty or simplicity of the flower, nor 

moved by the glorious flight and exultant song of the bird. 

Were 'we to include all the poems of Nature in this list, on 
.. 

the argument that a peasant lives close to Nature, we might as 

well include poems of reflection like The Ode to Duty, because 

the peasant undoubtedly has a duty, and in a way, defined or 

vague, unde rstands the fact. The long list of subjects given 

above, written on from 1798 to 1849, indicates that Wordsworth 

was true to part of his theory, the choice of subjects,at least. 

As far as Wordsworth was guided in his choice of subjects 
~\ 

by his hatred of shams, he is to be commended, not condemned. 

We, too, feel that we should prize 

"The ancient rural character, composed 

Of simple manners, feelings unsuppressed 

And undisguised, and strong and serious tho~-"-l. 
" 

Wordsworth, however; went further, and gave to these ~a1 

characters, attributes and qualities, which unless this was a 

most unusual peasantry, they never dr~amed of. In the 1800 

Preface, he s~s: "Humble and rtilstic life was generally chosen,~ 

becau.se in that condition, the e'ssential passions of the heart 

find a better soil in which they can maintain their maturity, 
. 

are le88 under restraint, and speak a plainer and more emphatic 
• 

language; because in that condi t ion of life our elementary 

teel~ng8 co-exist in a state of greater simplicity, and con-

1. Jlt.~_ltr .. j.911, :Book V, 116 ... 19. 
,_.... .: ; ~ r' \,~r ,'. , ' .-

, " 
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sequently may be more accurately contemplated,and more forcibly 

communicated; because the manners of rural life germinate from 

those elementary feelings, and from the necessary character 

of rural occupations are more easily comprehended and more 

durable; and lastly because in that condition the passions- of 

men are incorporated with the beautiful and permanent forms of 

Nature. "--1. 

A beautiful theory--but it is not true ~ Such rustic com-

' munities, I fear, exist only in Arcadia. "Rustic and -humble 

life"--what ideas do those words bring to the average person? 

Do they bring to our minds the beauties of Nature in her 

various moods? Do we think of the "far-travelled clouds", 

the rai nbow . "that come s and goes", . "the meadows, groves, and 

streams--apparelled in celestial light".,or the "silence ~ tnat is ' 

-ill:-: ~he '8t:arry sky, the sleep that is among the ~onely hills"? 

If we d~ d, we might claim fellowship wi th Burns. "Rustic and 

.humble life" means to us, as it means to most of those _who live 

it" 'a life of drudgery--a life, in which, as the poet himself 

has put it, the peasants 

"Pace to and fro from morn till even-tide, 

The narrow avenue of daily toil 

For daily bread."--2 

Under such conditions would not Nature be but "as pictures 

to the blind and music to the deaf"? Under such conditions 

could the essential passions of the heart find a better soil in 

1. 
2. 
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which to attain their maturity? 

"These incidents , or situations from common life were to 

be relat~d or described throughout as far as was possible, in 

a selection of language, really used by men, and at the saJn.e 

time were to have a certain coloring of the imagination thrown 

over them.·"--l. Many critics have troubled themselves, and 

others, by trying to explain what Wor'dsworth meant by the 

· "real language of men". It seems clear enough that he meant 

what he said time and time again, in both hi s prefaces and his 

poems, the words used by ordinary men in their ordinary conver-

sation. Coleridge would have us believe that Wordsworth 

meant the "lingua cor.nmunis", language equally good both in 

prose and poetry.--2 •. Of course such a"neutral style" exists, 

in fact, there are very few words that could not be used both 

in poetry and in prose, --3, but as we have tried to show, it 

is not words, but word combinat ions that are or are not poetical. 

--4. We have found, and shall find that Wordsworth's image s 

are significant. By his own confession a poet differs , 'from 

other men, --5, will it not · follow then, that a poet's images 

d1 tfer too? 

At fIrst thought, thi s part of the theory, that wishe s to 

describe common situations in common words, seems perfectly 

logical. We all speak glibly enough of the need of the "eter-

1. WQr4IYfQr:tb~§_Lj.:t§rf.l.r:;l_Cr:J..:t1Q1~1J1., 13-14. 
2 • Iii ~ ~rJ![! §._~~ Qgr aphi.§. , Chapt er s -,XIX, XX. 
3. See page? above. 
,. See page 9 a'Qove. 
5. !~~~!!2!~~~!_~J~~r~~_gr~~!Q!!~, 23. 
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nal fitness of things", and feel that everyd~r incidents should 

be related in everyday words. Is ·that really what we mean? ' 

We have found that it is not.--l. In The C.omplain of the For

saken Indian Woman, the language is by no means that of every

d~ ~ife and yet we feel that it is natural.--2. In parts of 

The Idiot Boy, The Thorn, and The Last of the Flock, the lan-

guage was conversational and we said it was unpoetical, because 

it was unimaginative. 

In theory, Wordsworth fully realized the importance of the 

imagination, for he says--"to throw over them (the common in

cidents) a certain coloring of imagination, whereby ordinary 

things should be p resente d to the mind in an unusual aspect" .';'3 

When Wordsworth did this, when he threw over his common i 'ncidente' 

the light of his imagination--no matter how simple the words--

no one. found fault. 
d 

What he does not seem to have realize,. w,aa: . 

that it is pr~ctically impossible to be imaginative and conver-

, ·sational, . in. any rustic sense, at the same time. As a rule, we 

deJiScribe things literally and without adornment. Mr. Raleigh 

has pointed out that Wordsworth more often failed in his imagi

nation than in his diction--4 "but it seems to be true that for 
f 

purposes of poetic use imagination and, diction are one. Let 

· us 8e~, by a study of some of the poems themselves, if this be 

not true .. 

1. See page 9 above. 
2. See page 24 abo ve. 
3. '2rg!~9r~~~§_~j~~r~y_~rj}i~i;~, 14 
4. !2rsJ.!!'.2[j!L..I 97. 





PART IV. 

From the list of poems ( page 45-6-7 ,above), I have select

ed twelve for a more or less detailed study of the diction. 

These twelve, I believe, are typical of Wordsworth's work as a 

whole, and are among the best known, and often his bes~ poems. 

A second reason for this particular selection was the fact that 

this list includes poems written and published from 1798 to 

1845, and hence will afford a comparison of Wordswo rth' s diction 

at different periods of his p r>etical career. Some have been 

selected for purposes of comparison, as Alice Fell and Lucy 

~, The Affliction of Margaret and The Sailor's Mother. In 

addition to the twelve, for the sake of those who insist that 

poems of Nature and Reflection should come under the title of 

"common and rustic incidents", I shall also exam:ine THe Lines 

to a Daisy, To a Skylark, and The Ode to Duty. 

The indicent related in Alice Fell happened to a Mr. Grah~ 

' who urged the poet to put , it into verse for "humanity's sake". 

What has Wordsworth done with the incident? He has kept it 

ordinary by keeping it literal. The poem, perhaps, does not 

deserve all the ridicule it rece ived at the hands of the early 

cri tic s, but Humani ty would not have 10 st much, if indeed it, 
\ 

would have lost anything, had Words~orth permanently--instead of 

temporarily--excluded it from his poetical works. "That is 

the sort of thing Wor~Bworth wrote when he followed his theory", 

we are told. It would be truer to say, "That is the sort of l
" 

'thing Wordsworth wrote when he thought he "(as following his 

theory". It is true that every ;:"tanza contains, perhaps, a large 
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majority of words that middle class people use in ordinary con- : 

versation, but every stanza also contains some wO'rds not of this 

conversational order, such as --career (1), at length (9), 

bla.t (15), piteous (18), bitterly (22), entangled (26), dis

tress (42), tattered (48), pacified (52), and the word combi

nations, fierce career (1), ear was smitten (3), are by no 

means ordinary. Would anyone, startled by an unusual cry, ask, 

"Whence comes this piteous moan"? As a whole, the poem is a 

, literal account of what has happened; the only parts of it 

that are worth while, are the verses that are~,not .literal, but 

imaginative. . "Fierce career" is not literal-~~ther is it 

It is too large an expression; it sugg~sts Indians sensible. 

on a war-path, wild animals ina stampede, or perhaps waves 1.n 

a storm, not a post-boy driving a chaise, drive he ever so 

rapidly. In the same way, the phrase "j oint pains" (31), ia 

at fault. For some images of merit, consider "clouds h~d 
drowned the moon" (2), "ear was smitten" (4), and "t~thOught .. . 

would choke her he art" (4tf). 

Wordsworth has placed the poem under the title of "Poems 

referring to the Period of Chi1dhood. ltfIt would have been well ' 

had Wordsworth put a number of his poems under a ti tIe of "Poems 

for Children"·, and included Alice Fell under this classifies.-

tion. Children do like the poem~ ) and it is right that they 

should ~preciate it somewhere between the Mother Goose stage 

and the Longfellow period. But real appreciation of poetry is 

a srowipg appreciation; and that is not the highest form of 

po etry whioh oont a1 ns nothing for grown-up ' ohildren. . 





With Al1~. Fell it is irttere sting toc,onpate Lucy Gr-ay. 

Both poems are founded on pathetic incidents in the lives of 

little girls. Alice Fell is the literal transcription of what 

happened to one; Lucy Gr8¥is the idealized occurrence of an 

event .in the life of the othe r. A child would doubtless pre-

fer Alice Fell; to him, the story is the thing and this story 

would be particularly pleasing because of the nh~py-ever-after~ 

ending. In Lucy Gray, the poet does not intend us to think of 

~the story at all, and purposely departe d from its truth. Had 

the poem told us that Lucy's body was found in the canal, the 

impre-ssion left upon us would have be en one of pity and horror. 

Wordsworth's impression was not desolation, but solitude, or, 

as Hutton puts it, "His purpose was to paint a· perfectly lovely 

flower, snapped £or" ·-its very purity in its earliest bud, that 

it might remain an image of solitary beauty forever."--l. Such 

an idea is imaginative, and must be clothed in imaginat ive 

~ords. These words m~ be simple, and indeed in this poem, 

they are simple as those, in Alice Fell t out they are handled 

differently. ·Wordsworth strikes the keynote of loneliness 1·n 

the first stanza--Lucy is "a solitary child"j· she has no mates 

or comrades; she dwells on a "wild moor", that is only reached 

by cr08.;~g "a wild". The poet purposely wrote of the fawn 

and hare, because of the timidity of those animals; Lucy her:' 

eelf is compared to the mountain-roe, and so from st~a to 

.tanza ~ ~ages of loneliness are given. An occasional line 
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makes us feel that Wordsworth was not altogether unconscious 

of his theory of diction when he wrote this ' ~oem, and, as a 

result, we have verses like "You to the town must go" (14), 

but these verses are the exception, and Qo ' llttle to keep us 

from an appreciation of the spiritualized meaning of the lot 

of Lucy Gray. So well, by means of his images, has Wordsworth 

made us share his feeling of solitude, so deeply imbued are we 

wi th the idea, that we are ready to believe wi th the village 
I . 

~folk, that Lucy is still a living child, wandering about the 

lonesome vales, singing the melancholy songs that "whistles in 

the wind". 

A year or two later than AI~ce Fell and Lucy Gray, Words

worth wrote Stepping Westward, an imaginative poem based on the 

merest inc-ident. No story here, with beginning, middle, 

and end to hold our attention. "What, are you stepping West

ward?"-only five words asked by . a soft-voiced woman. as she 

passed Wordsworth and his sister on one of their walks. But 

the simple question is enough for a poet'ie imagination. The 

question is no longer a friendly greeting, it is the · prophetic 

question of the soul speaking to the self; the long gloomy 

road that lay behind the travellers is no longer a mere road, 

'but the road of life; 
';. ~", 

the g~ing sky, that leads us on, is 

the '-bright region of' Eterni'ty". And yet over the entire 

po •• , is the charm of that human voice, bringing with it a 

thought of fe llowship that makes the gloomy road less gloomy 

and the Wbright region of Eternity" brighter. The se ideas coul' «:~ . 
'r''..;," " 
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not be conveyed in conversational words, and not a single line 

of the poem is conversational. Note just a few of the images, 

.as in "guests of Chance It (5), "a sky tole ad me on" (8), 

"'twas a ~ound of something without place or bound lt (14), 

"spi~itual right" (15), and the last four lines of the poem: 

"The echo of the voice enwrought 

Of human sweetness with .the thought 

Of travelling through the world that lay

Before me in my endless way."--(-23-6). 

"Passed a female who was reaping alone; she sung in Erse 

as She bended over her sickle; the sweetest human voice I ever 

heard; her strains were tenderly melancholy, and felt delicious, 

long after they were heard no more"--such were the words in 

Thomas Wilkinson's Tour of Scotland, that are responsible for 

what many people unhesitatingly call Wordsworth's masterpie98" 

The Solitary Reaper. It js impossible to read the poem, and 

think it was written consciously according to any theory. The 

numbers flow as unconsciously as the song of the Re~er. Here 

we h~l a favorite theme--somebody, something is solitary, al

most melancholy. Wordsworth alw~s sang his best in minor 

key.. As in Stepping Westward, there is a blending .ot the 

"human with the visionary". The Solitary Reaper is the personi

fication of the spirit of the lonesome vale. 

~ The incident is from low and rustic life. 'What of the 

words? The poem contains one hundred and eighty-three words 

of which only one hundred and ten are notional. Of these 

notl~;~ 'I;l~ " .ords, as words, (if it be po ssible . to separate word 
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from content), we have at Ie ast ,twenty, that I believe are not 

a part of everyday conversation, as -- behold (I), yon (2), 

solitary (2), lass (2), melancholy (6), strain (6), vale (7), 

profound (7), chaunt (9), haunt{ll}, thrilling (13), plainti~e 

(18), numbers (18),lay (2l), familiar (22), theme (25), 

mounted (30). As we have said so often, a word is poetical 

in its relation to other words. The word "single" is not un

usual; any peasant might use it a number of times each day, 

. but to speak of a person as "single in the field" is unusual. 

Each word in the last line of the first stanza is ordinary. 

What of their combination--"A vale profound is over-flowing 

with the sound"? At the end of the first stanza, the poet's 

art has put the re ader in harmony with the ide a of the poem. 

We feel its quiet, its s ·olitude,. its sadness. We can trace 

this feeling to the wor!'''-single, .soli tary, by her self, gently, 

alone, melancholy, profound, each word bringing with it a host 

of associations, limited only by the reader's experience. 

The second stanza consists of two main images, foreign, 

I think, to a peasant mind. First a nightingale's song is 

heard with joy by 'wayworn travellers in an Arabian desert. It 

is interesting to note the poet' s art--c~nscious or unconscious. 

It is the nightingale, he chooses, the bird of the "pensive 

note" and "sha4Y wood"; his travellers are weary, and their 

.J ourney acro ss Arabian sands--a place,' the very personification 

of soli tude. For a T-I0ment we feel that the next image is going 

to be out of harmony with tpe feeling ar·oused. We find words 

11ke "thrilling" , "cuckoo-bird", "springtime It, all Bugge.tiTe of 





life, of activity, of happiness. But the cuckoo-bird is not 

the one that sings in bur fields and meadows, it 1.-"'a bird far 

away; its voice is not heard among other happy sounds, but 

breaks in upon "the silence of the seas". 

,Jhat wonder, then, the poet questions, "Yili no one tell 

me what she sings'". This is, perhaps, the most rustic line 

in the poem, and yet the very form of the question is unusual. 

In it we find a suggestion of longing, of indefiniteness, and 

~ this indefiniteness is elaborated in the following images-

plaintive, unhappy, far-off things, battles long ago, natural 

Borrow, loss or pain--with their sombreassociation8. Who 

can read the poem and not listen i"mcbtionless and still"? If 

we take from the ,one hundred and ten 0 rdinary worda, those 

used to make up unord~nary images, we havele'ft but ten. Is 

Wordsworth true to hi s theory of di etion here? . 

'We are Seven is perhaps the best known of all of Worda

worth I s poems .Mo st people fir-.t he ar the poet's name in con

nection with this poem. The ' average child of nine years has 

not only heard it but can ,repeat verses from it. Most of us 

recall our first acquaintance with We are Seven, when we under-

.tood the actual story, and, in a way, ,most of the words. We 

were interested in the little girl and the rather inquisitiTe 

old gentleman who que sti oned her, and had a feeling of superior-

ity towards the child who did not know the difference petween 

alive and dead people. Years later, the poem began to take 

on a different meaning, and we began to understand, though 

v .. u.~, the child's insistent "We are seTen~. Later we heard 





the poem praised for its simplicity; its charm. was said to con-' 

sist in its truthfulness to Nature, and the poem was always 

spoken of as typical of Wordsworth's theory of simple thoughts 

in simple words. The charm of the poem does lie in its simplic

ity, but its language is no more an illustration of Wordsworth's 

theory of diction than is the language of The Ode on Immortal-

1!l. That does not mean that the diction of the two poems is 

identical. The same diction could not appropriately be used 

in such different aspects even of the same subject. We are 

Seven is a concrete instance of an idea ' of immortality; the 

Ode is an abstract conception. The one is as true as the 

other. The Ode is the greater poem, but there are thousands 

of people who could never understand the Ode, who do under- , 

stand We are Seven. 

"I met a lit tIe co"tt age girl 

She was eight ye ars old, she said;" (5~6). 

If these words were not written inverse form nO one would 

take them for poetry.', But the beginning of the next stanza is 

different: 

"She had a rustic, woodland air, 

And she was wildly clad." (9-10) 

These words are poetical--"A rustic, woodland air'" is an image 

that 1s beyond a child's interpretation. ,In spite .of its in

definiteness, the image brings ideas of simplicity, innocence, 

and out-ot-doors. "Wildly clad" is even more indefinite. A 

11ttlefurther on in the poem we find, "Her beauty made me 
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gl ad." ( 12) • This is a poetical thought, a truly WorAswor- ' 

thian one, and poetically expressed. Beauty does not make 

hosts of people glad; there are thousands who never see a sun

set. 

When we examine the words of the little gi.rl herself, we 

find that her language is not that of a seven-year old. She 

uses such expressions as - seven in all (15), dwell (19), 

gone to sea (20), churchyard cottage (23), dwell near them (24), 

- atter ,sunset (45), when it is light and fair (46), she moaning 

lay (50), God released her of her pain (51), -John was forced 

to go (59). Do such expressions make the poem unnatural? 

Yes, and no. Yes-if we mean to imply that the man actually 

questioned and the child actually answered ,in 'the worda of the 
poem •. No, for if the words bring to us the poet's idea, they 

are natural in a much broader sense than if they were the 

words used in actual conversation--and which many people would 

pronounce "true to life". No .oldier on the guard ever apok.e: . 

as did Bernardo in Hamlet when he described to his canpanions 

the appearance of the ghost, yet no one accuses Shakespeare of 

being unnatural and no one but feels the truth of Bernardo's 

desoription. We are Seven, it is true, doe s cont ain a numbe·r 

ot lines that are literally "true to life" as --eat my supper . 

there (48), sing a song to them (44), run and sli de (58), 

. when the grass was dry (54). 

poem' 

Are these the best lines of the 

We are Seven is one of the poems referring to Period of 

Childhood that has a message for grown-up children as well. 
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Not so with the little poem of four stanzas called For~8ight. 

In it Sister Anne is told not to pull :, .. ~ the strawberry blossoms 

for, if left on the stem, sp ring will change them into berries. 

How does our realistic poet do it? He tells Anne it is a 

"work of waste and ruin" (1). Most Annes would not under at and 

that; though the 'next line, "Do as Charles and I are doing" 

would be quite clear to theni '~ " That is, however, the only 

verse that is actually conversational. The other ve ,rses are 

simple, but more or ~ ss poetical. Consider, for instance, 

"Of the lofty daffodil, make your bed or make your bower" (14-l~ 
. . , 

Yioleta, a barren kind (19), lurking berries (29), spring is 

fled (27), leafy bower (31). The verses not only contain 

images, but they h ave a number of words that we think of as 

poetioal ,in themselves, ali - flowerets (22),· pluok (23), another 

.(for next) (23), blowing (24), hither (27), is fled (27), 

bower (31). Foresight is a nice little poem, with a nice 

little moral, for nice little children. 

The grief of parents was a theme of which Wordsworth 

never tired, and he has treated it again and again. In The 

Childless Father, there is something strikingly pathetio. It 

entwine • . the idea of old Timothy's sorrow with the joy of a 

Tillage, . and the reserve of Timothy' s grief only heightens the 

pathoa of the poem. The language is simple, with a simplicity 

not forced, but~it~ in keeping with the simple theme. It is, 

moreover, regular in its simplicity. In so many of the &0-

called aimple poems of Wordswo rth, we find a line or two ot. 

11 teral ' proa'e, followed by a li·ne of great 'poet leal Taiue. 
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In The Childless Father there is little of that--perhaps the 

phrase "a liesurely motion" (17), is both unnatural a'nd unpoeti

cal in this connection. The lines 

"And Skiddaw is glad with the cry of the hounds."(4) 

"Now f~t up the dell came the noise and the fray, 

The horse, and the horn, and the hark, hark away ! " ; . 
(13-14) , 

bring, perhaps, the most vivid pictures, but the ·last line of 

the poem seems tome the best: "And he went to t ·he chase wi th 

a tear on his cheek". Simple words, simple order, simple com-

bination, and yet in perfect harmony with the simpte theme. In 

other places it would have been doubtless p~o8aic, and yet 

where it stands it is just what it should be. In the single 

line, Wordworth gives us the entire poem. 

In The Sail~r' s Mother, we have the same theme but . not 

the same regularity of treatment. The fonnis that of a dia

logue- .... the form that would lend itself most naturally and most 

easily· to Wordswo rth I S conve rsational theory. But the poet 

make s lit. tle use of hi B . the ory • The "lit of the poem s81's 

things a~ commonplace as --a woman on the road I met (3), and 

things as poetical as --majestic in her person (4), like a 

Roman matron (5), the ancient spirit is not dead (7), old 

time. are breathing there (8), a dignity so fair (10), country 

bred *~ch strength (10), and then, waking fro~ hia . "lofty 

thoughts w, he addresses the woman .he meets (who, by the w~T 

was begging) in the very usual words: 

"What is it, said I, that you bear 

Beneath the covert of your cloak . 





Pro tected from thi s cold, damp air?" (14-16) 

The poor mother, however, ha.s no trouble in underst anding this 

que stion for 'she has vocabulary enough at her command to . use 

such expressions as --cast away (22), weary miles (23) aught 

(24), remain (24), boatings that hung upon his mind (3), pipe 

its song in safety (33), bear (36), and delight (36)~ If such 

were the real words of the mother, she was a most un~sual 

beggar • 

In the little town of Penrith, lived a widOW, who for 

seven ye ars had had no tidings of her son, an only child. Mrs. 

Wordswo rth, the poet's sister, and the poet himself knew the 

afflicted mother, and had heard her question strangers, who 

chanced to pass her tiny shop--hoping against hope that some 

one wi il bring her news of her son. Once more we have the 

theme of parental sorrow, found in both The Childless -Father 

and The Sail~!.~ Mo~er, but different from these in that sorrow 

for the dead, is not to be compared with that combination of 

sorrow, fear, hope, and dread for one long absent and unheard 

of. 

Has the poet told us in peasant language what Margaret 

said to .trangers, and they to her? Not at all. The poet 

~ not concern himself with Margaret's words; his business was 

with her grief. He has shown us the sufferer's heart, and made 

us share the feelings there. The poem contains not a single 

line, realistic according to theory, and only two lines that 

seems at ·all unnatural: 
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"He was among the prime in worth 

An object beauteous to behold."(15-l6) 

Uan we read the second stanza and not feel the "darkness" of 

Margaret' s w~? Do we need a better expre ssion of her sorrow 

than 

"I've wet my path vii th tears like dew 

Weeping fOr him when no one knew~ ' (34-5)? 

The mother's distracted andover-wrought nervous condition 

could scarcely have been better suggested than in 

MI dread the rustling of the grass; 

The very shadow of the clouds 

He,ve power to shake me as they pass;"(6?-? 

Stanza seven is full of creative imagination--adungeon hears 

thee g!llOwn (50), inher:1test the lion's den (53), and 

"Or has been summoned to the deep, 

Thou, thou and all thy mates, to keep 

An incommunicable sle ep." (54-6) 

The language of this poem is not conversational, but it is 

that "language which is at once real and ideal, at once the 

speech of the beings among whom we are moving here, and of the 

beings of that world, which exists only in the imagination of 

the poet." --1. 

For the last two poems of my list, I have selected Peter 

Bell and Mi~hel. It is something of a shock to speak of 

the twc epoems in the ~ame breath, and yet, just as many ori tics 





will tell us Michael is Wordsworth's theory put in practice, 

as will tell u~ PeteI_ .E~ll is written according to the theory 

of the prefaces. It must be a very flexible theory that can 

cover both these poems. As a matter of fact , neither p.oem is 

ty'pica.l of all the theory, though both show traces of it, and 

both are typical of Wordsworth t s work. 

65. 

Peter Bell was written in 1?98 but not published until 

1819. The fact that it was kept in manuscript for seventeen 

years, suggests that Wordsworth himself had some doubt about 

its poetical value, and the fact that it was finally published, 

with its explanatory preface to Southey, shows that Wordsworth 

had overcome his doubts, and still believed in his prefaces 

of 1?98 and 1800. The poem, like much of Wordsworth's work, 

·'is.' irregular. It is inspired and uninspired; it is sublime 

and ridiculous; poeti cal and nonsensical; imaginat ive and 

literal. It contains the worst lines Wordsworth ever wrote, 

B.nd many by which he is be st knoWn. In sp i te of Shelley's 

clever parody, Peter Bell the First is not so bad as Peter Bell 

the Third. 

There are four different headings under which we may · 

study the dtction of Peter ~el1-- (I) single words that do not 

belong to the ~eech of the lower classes; (2) lines in which 

the theory of diction is followed; (3) lines in which the poet 

thought he was following his theory, because he was describing 

commonplace incidents; (4) lines that are tr~ly imaginative 

and poetical. 

Under the first heading, we may place such words as--gam

bola (68), nether (86), precincts (86), lore .( 110), impediment 





(118), ethereal (151), and convened (161). -~These words were 

t ,aken almo_st at a single glance from a single page of the pro

logue of the poem. 

Under the second heading, we could instance many lines~ 

I have taken but six examples--all of them illustrating the 

theory of dicti,o,n as far as words are co?~erned, and 'all of 

them violating the theory of imagination: 

"Till my ri,bs ache d, I' d'-l augh at you" (20) 

"He turned the eyeball in his head." (439) 

"He gave a groan and then another" (443) 

"You little mulish dog, 

I'll fling your carcass like a log 

Head foremost down the river!" (458-60) 

'"The Woman waked--and when ,' she spied 

The poor Ass standing by her side, 

She moaned most bitterly." (1023-5) 

The passages that are deserving of any degree of ridicule are 

those in which trivial incide(nts are described in words that 

are nqt tr1v1~. If Wordsworth ~anted to improve ' the "gaudy 

and inane phrase.ology", he might well have begun at home in 

Peter Bell. When he wishes to tell us that Peter struck the 

ase harder thaJ'}. before, _he says 

"The staff was raised to loftier heignt ' 

And the b1o-w8 fell' with heavier we,t ight.

As further instances of this sort, note: 

"Only the Ass, ,with .motion dull 

Upon the pivot of his skull 

T'-1rned round hi slong left ear." (413-15) 





"The poor Ass sta~gered with a shock, 

And the~, ,as if to take his ease 

In quiet uncomplaining mood, 

Upon the spot where he had stood 

Dropped gently down upon his knees." (426-30) 

"An impious oath confirmed the threat-

Whereat from the earth on which he lay 

To all the echoes, south and north 

And east and west, the Ass sent forth 

A long and clamorous bray." (461-5) 

"- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Peter Ie apt 

Upon the creature's back, and plied 

With ready heels his shaggy side; 

But still the Ass his station kept." (398-400) 

-~-

Far from feeling the incongruity of such ' language, Wordsworth 

seems to have gloried in it,for ~ach of these abundantly-clothed 

.tarved thoughts is repeated. The first in lines 422-5: 

"Yet, wi th deliberate action slow 

His .. staff high rai sing, in the pride 

Of skill, upon the sounding hide 

He dealt a sturdy blow." 

The never-to-be-forgotten lines about the Ass'a ears are re

peated verbatim in lines 418-20, and the donkey's bray, once 

more immortalized in lines 478-81: 

"Once more 'the Ass did lengthen out 

More ruefully a deep-drawn shout 

The hard d,rY .... 8ee-saw of hi s horrible bray!" -
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When we think of this side of the poem, we feel that the poet 

was wi se in asking us to 

"Pour out indulgence still, in measure 

As liberal as ye can--" (794-5) 

and the squire quite right when he told the poet "against the 

rules 'of commonsense your're surely sinning! " 

But, fortunat:elt; there i 8 another side to Peter Bell, a 

8i de that make s us forget the hero and his dozen wedded wives , 

and the ass, long-suffering, long-e~ed, and long-brayed. This 
~ 

other side is what we may c.al1' the Nature pha!3e of the poem. 

Wordsworth's love of Nature was the ·most intense of' hi,s feel-

ings, and it was this that made him a poet, as he tells us 

over and over again in The Prelude. In writing of Nature, Words

worth t. deep feelings would not allow 'him to be unpoet ic al. --1 

As examples of poetical passages, note the following: 

"Long have I loved what I behold 

The night that calms, the d~ that cheers; 

The common growth of Mother-earth 

Suffices me--her tears, ,her mirt~ 

Her humblest mirth and tears1." (131-5) 

" - - ... - - - - - - - - -a coast 

Bespatter,ed wi th a s:alt B~a foam." (23l-3) 

"Nature ne fer could find ' the way 

Into the heart of Peter Bell."(244-5) 

1. In all of Wordsworth t s poems, I rec.,all but one instance in 
which an absolut.ely unpoet~cal - statement is made about Nature. 
That 1s in the first line of a poem written in very early youth
nCaa 1s all Nat ure as a resting wheel", in whi ch the simile 
jars as only such an anti-climax can. 





"Unshaped half-human thought s 

Which solitary Nature feels 

Mid swmmer storms or winter's ice." (296-8) 

"The soft blue sky did never melt 

Into hi s heart." .( 263-4) 

"Upon the streams, the moon-btrams quiver." (535) 

"The white dust sleeps upon the lane." (716) 

"The rocks that tower on either side 

Build up a wild fantastic scene." (681-2) 

"A little chapel stands alone 

With greenest ivy over-grown 

And tufted wi th an i Ty grove; 

Dying insensibly away 

From human thoughts and purposes, 

It seemed--wall, window, roof, and tower

To bow to Borne transfonming power 

And blend with the surrounding trees." (853-60.) 

"Man t s he art is a holy tJ1ing 

And' Nature, through a world of death 

Breathe s into him a second breath 

More searching than the breath of spring." (1071-4) 

In such thought s as the se we surely se e the poetic genius -
. . 

that 1s responsible for T-intern Abbey, for The Solitary Reap ... . 

.!!:. tor_r-:The Green Linnet--1n short, for Wordswo rth at hi s beet. 

If asked to select a singl~ poem that woulg"gt_~_ the 

lIlost complete idea of Wordsworth, we shoulduunhesitat1ngly 
"1 
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choose Michael. In it we have the poet I s thoughts on "man, 

the he art of man, and hUman life" ~ In it we have example s 

of "gaudy and inane phraseology"; we have Wordsworth's theory 

put in practice, and proved a dismal failure, and the Same 

theory put in practice, and proved successful; we find lines 

of the earth:, earthly, side by side wi th lines "apparelled 

in celestial light". 

The 'unfortuna.t·e' passages in Michael are so fe'!", . that ' 

they are usually unnoticed by a ~eader who is not looking for 

them. However, there are a few lines, that bring our minds 

up with a start. When the poet wishes to say that you must 

expect a steep climb, he does it in the following very rea1is. 

tic words: 

"You wi 11 suppose that V{i th an upright path 

Your feet must struggle." (3-4) 

In order to tell us there is a simple but interesting story 

~.:n connection with a half-finished sheep-fold, he writes: 

"And to that simple object appertains, 

A story- unenriched with strange events, 

Yet not unfit, I deem, for the fireside, 

Or for the sunnner shade-tl. (18-21) 

The lio~se~wtte's lamp is described as--

"An aged utensil, which had performed 

Servi ce beyond all other of it 8 kind." (115-16) 





Line thirty-five--"I will relate the same"" sounds like an 

extract from a lawyer's brief. 

There is a different tone in the words of the narrator 

and those of the characters. Lines 257-270 might well be 

'11. 

spo~en, instead of thought, ' by Isabel. Lines 384-391, beg1n-

ning, "This was a work for us" is as simple as anyone could 

w1sh--but its simplicity is perfectly natural and not forced. 

Every word, save two--eighty and better~-is monosyllabic. 

From line 3'91-417, the end of -: Michael's speech, th~re ,is 

a decided difference in the s;Yl~. It is not involved, but 

the words are less usual, and the images more vivid. Instead 

of the ordinary work"we have the more unusual task; we find, 

also, words like - resigned, requested, hither, temptation, 

bestir, covenant, befall, and the imagination at work in sueh 

combinations as: 

"In among the storms 

Will I without thee go again." (393-4): '~ 

"A heart beating fast with many hopes." (397) 

"Bound by links af love." (400) 

Those that contend that Michael is an unimaginative poem, ) 

surely have not given a very broad meaning to the word imagi

native. Wordsworth's.imagination shows itself almost in every 

line. The poet is parti cularly happy in hi s choice of single 

words, especi'a1ly in adjectives and verbs. The following is 

a partial list of noun and adjective combinations found in the 

poem: tumultuous brook (2) , pastoral mountains (5), bois.ter- . • 
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ous brook (6), h~dden valley (8), straggling heap (17), 

vigorous step (66), stirring life (81), eager industry (122), 

forward-looking thoughts (148), winter coppice (180), moun

tain blast (195), open sunshine (229)., cheerful hope (243), 

me1aric1101y 10 ss (325 ), living ear (345), seeming .pe ace (424). 

The use of verbs is even more suggestive: 

"The pastoral mountains front you, face to face."(5) 

"The mountains have all opene~ out themselves, 

And made a hidden valley of their own." (7-8) 

"A tale that spake to me - " (22) 

"A tale that Ie d me on to feel -" (30) 

"He heard the South make subterraneous music."(5l) 

"The winds are devising work forme ~ · ." ( 55) 

"The storm summoned him to the mountain." (57) 

"Hills which had impressed -incidents upon his mind-II 

"Hill s - which pre servec!. the memory - It (70) 

"Hills laid strong hold on hi s affection." (74) 

"One whe el had re st." (84) 

"A fond spirit that works blindly," (144) 

"He armed himself with strength." (221) 

"Her mind was busy looking back," (257) 

"Sunday carne to st op her in her work." (299) 

"These fields were burdened." (374) 

"His grief broke from him." (421) 

"Farewell pr~ers that followed him."(430) 

(67) 





The expressed or expanded similes in Michael, as is 

characteristic of Wordsworth's work as a whole are few but , 
those that are used are worth our attention: 

"- - - - - ' - - - - - - -He heard the South 

Make aubterranecu:ls:"'music, like the noice 

Of bag-pipers on 'distant Highland hills--"(49-52) 

"- - - - - - - - -while far into the night 

" 

The housewife ,plied her own peculiar work 

Making the cottage through the silent hours 

Murmurs as with the sound' of sumner flies. "(125-8) 
.-

- - .... - - - - - -the sun himself , 

Has scarcely ' be en more diligent than I;" (23'3-4 ) 

"He shall possess it, free as is the wind 

'That passes over it." (246~7) 

"- - - - - - - - - - - ~ -the house appeared 

As cheerful as a grove in Spring--" (305-6)' 

For further typical images of this pomn, :see lines 26 ... :3,3; 

lines 54;.7'7,. noting particularly the words - "He had been alone 

amid the heart of many thousand mists"; lines 194-203; lines 

216-220; lines 448-466. It would seem from this analysis 

'that, :1 t would be hardt 0 find lines in Michael that are con-. , 

ve rsational or are not :1maginat ive. 

Daisies have been a favorite theme for poet's song 

, trom Chaucer to the present dscy, and though sOllle of us have ;.~ \ 

never 'seen the mountain daisy, all of us teel well acquainted 

with the "we~modest, crimson-tipped flower". Wordsworth 
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loved it and wrote many poems about it~ One of 1844 is 

quite characteristic of the poet. It shows his accurate pow

er of observation, and his sensitive appreciation of beauty. 

How otherwise could he have written of ' . 

"The beauty of it s star-shaped shadow thrown 

On the smooth surface of this naked stone."(5-6) 

It shows the poet's ' vital soul that could grasp deeper, though 

hidden truths, and so could recognize the "sovereign aid" of 
* the sun by which 

"These delicate companionships are made; 

And how he role s the pomp of light and shade j "(11-12) 

It shows his faith in Nature, his pantheism, as many have call

ed it, ""for we are told , to '. 

"Converse with Nature in pure sympathy." (18) 

It shows, as most of Wordsworth's later poems do show, the 

poet, with a lesson, as in 

"All vain desires, all lawless wishes quelled, 

Be thou to lov~ and praise alike impelled, 

Whatever boon is granted or withheld." (19-21) 

Above all, it makes clear, that when Wordsworth had anything 

he must say, he said it, and said it poetically - that is, in 

the words that , would best convey his meaning, whether these 

words be little or blg, usual or .unusual. There is not an 

ordi nary line in the poem--sc.arcely alit ordinary word. 

Thi B is even more t rue of the fines To a Skylark. The 

following are the most important images of the poem: ethereal 





minstrel, pilgrim of the sky, earth where c~es abound, wings 

aspire, he art and eye are with thy nest, thou canst drop into 

at will, quivering wings composed, shady wood, a privacy of 

glorious light, thou dost pour upon the world a flood of har-

mony, the kindred points of Heaven and Home. The poem con-

tains no trace of a theory of conversational diction. 

It is hard to find a.t;y article that deals wi th any phase 

of Wordsworth's life or genius that doe s not either quote from 

The Ode to Duty, or eulogize the poem; but no critic, I think, 

speaks of the simplicity of its diction, though many do stress 

the univer~ality 6f its appeal. We have seen, however, that 

simplicity of diction and universality of ~peal do not nec-

essarily go hand in hand. Children, who have a notion of 

Duty!, derive~ from Sunday-school literature, and grown people 

to whom Duty never means anything but the doing of something 

they do not wish to do, something that is unpleasant, will 

find but little in the poem even though they understand the 

actual words. A mind, taught by Experience ., to realize that 

Duty is not only obligation to moral but also to physical law, 

that she is both a "stern lJaughter of the Voice of God,nand yet 

doth "wear the Godhead's most ben.ignant grace~; understands 

why the poet may say in one line that Duty "is a rod to check 

the erring", and in another that flowers l&augh as Duty passes, 

and "fragrance in her -tooting treads". The. term duty is 

an abstraction, but that for which it stands is no Ie ss real than 

.. ~1 something tangible in the material world. We have a sense 





of Duty; we cannot define it; we camot describe it; we can 

only feel it, and Wordsworth has no way of making us understand 

this feeling except by giving us words, images~ that will 

arouse something of the same feeling. 

the universali ty of its appeal attests. 

That he has done this, 

Does not a study of The Preface of 1800 and the later 

critical essays, together with an examination. of the poems 

written after 1798, only establish more firmly the conclusions 

reached by a study of The Lyrical Ballads? These conclusions 

we may summarize as follows: I~ordBworth had a theory of 
'~ 

diction for certain kinds of poetry. This theory was that in

cidents in the lives of the people of the lower and middle 

classes should be described in the language used by these peo

ple in their ordinary conversation; ~P this theory Wordsworth 

believed as implicitly !:r:t lS4Q as he 9i-d in 1798. The theory, 

we have seen, at basis was one of Simplificationyfounded on 

Wordsworth t s love of the Truth, and was a direct res~lt, in the 

form of a revolt, of the artificial language . of the eighteenth 

'century.. II. Wordsworth has failed to liv'e up to his theory, 
, -

when the attempt to do so is evident,_ because in writing on 

homely subjeots, he was led to believe he was using the lan

guage of the lower and middle classes. We have found that in a 

. tew instances, conversational language has been used, but we 

have found that these cases were rarely poetical, and often are 

re sponsi ble for poems that are foCblish, line s that are flat, 

\ 

't 





and words that jar the mind, when we stumble over them, as we 

jar the body when we step down three steps, having expected 

but one. "We have found also that in the poems for which Words-

worth is most criticized, and which are supposed to be the best 

example s of his theory put into practice, that the individual 

words, the word combinations, and the word order are not those 

of the conversation of the lower and 'middle classes anywhere, 

if, indeed, they are the words of conversation of any class of 

society. III. Simple incidents, not necessarily, but very 

easily, lead to b ld treatment. This was Wordsworth's great 

stumbling block. en describing a simple incident, with some 

defini te purpose (and he tells us he always had a pur-

po se--1), so anxious ,the poet that hi s moral be clear, that 

he used t:ne rno st Ii teral mat ter-of-fact words to convey 

that moral. If th~" moral 

po etic. In other WJ rds, 

e evident, he considered the lines 

onfused the artistic and moral 

points of view. Much, if not all, of what we call a f'ailure 

in Wordsworth's poetry has ari sen out of hi s de sire to teach. 

IV. When, however, Wordsworth wrote on certain subjects, those 

subjects on which he felt deeply --so deeply that he had to 
, 

share hi s feelings; when hi s poetry was a "spontaneous over

flow", and he did not concern himself about moral lessons, he 

found it practically impossible to use the language of ordinary 

conversation. His thoughts and feelings were not ordinary, 

and could not be expre ssed in. ordinary words. It is in the se 

poems - chiefly those of Nature, and of Sentiment, and fieflec-

1. ~qrqgW~rtb~§_~1t~rgr~_Qrit!Q!§m, 51. 
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tion, that Wordsworth is the poet and has forgotten Wordsworth, 

the theorist. 

Do we mean, then, that it is impossible for Wordsworth to 

be Wordsworth at his best and a follower of his own theory? 

Yes--since his theory is fundamentally wrong. We have seen 

that there can be no real poetic diction that is not imagi~ 

native, and have found that conversational language in general, 

particularly that of the lower classes, is not only not imagi

na~ive, but literal and bald. Simple language may be imaginative, 
and 
when Wordsworth fought against fine phrases hiding trivial 

nothings or glittering generalities, he fought a good fight 

and won. He brought about a reformation in the right direc-

tion. But it is dangerous to be a reformer. "Zeal may make 

df a reformer a fanatic", and so, at times, it did of Words-

worth. Bombast is bad; but affected simplictty is no better, :}' 

and our poet, in the seriousness of his purpose, seems not to 

have recognized this. Thi s accounts for the great irregularity. 

in hi s verse. He knew that he was not always inspired. He 

tells us 

"Nor is it I who play the part, 

But a shy epiri t in my he art, 

That comes and goes -..:.. It --1. 

But he does not seem to have known when the "shy spirit" ·had 

left him. The poems written under the guidance of this spirit-

his great Odes, Tintern Abbey, The Solitary Reaper, The Green 

Linnet, Michael, many of the Sonnets, more than atone for any 





number written when the spirit was absent, though they bid 

defiance to all of his theories of diction. 

79. 
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